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ABSTRACT 
 

THE IMPACT OF THE MAYORAL TAKEOVER ON THE ATTITUDES OF 

ADMINISTRATORS IN THE HARRISBURG SCHOOL DISTRICT  

by Jemry Goodrich-Small 

Temple University, May 2009 

Advisor: Dr. Vivian Ikpa 

The Harrisburg (PA) city schools had been failing for many years, plagued by bad 

student performance on standardized tests, high absenteeism, poor graduation rates, and 

what appeared to be organizational chaos, according to media reports. The school board 

had hired and fired three superintendents in the space of a decade, but nothing they or 

their administrators did stemmed the tide of bad news. 

In December of 2000, Stephen Reed, the long-standing Democratic mayor of 

Harrisburg, instituted a mayoral takeover of the city schools under the auspices of Act 91 

of 2000, commonly referred to as the Empowerment Act of 2000. His first act under the 

provisions of the law was to appoint a board of control, which left the elected school 

board little role to play.  

The mayor’s next move was to recruit a superintendent of schools. He found Dr. 

Gerald Kohn, former superintendent of schools for the city of Vineland, New Jersey. The 

new superintendent brought with him his own hand-picked top-level management team; 

this resulted in a flurry of management changes (including reassignments and dismissals) 

among administrative staff in place before the takeover.  

Recognizing that such a high level of change in school governance this would 

create, the purpose of this case study was to examine the attitudes and perceptions of a 
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group of administrators who attempted to bring about, or adapt to, a sea change in a 

troubled school district under the auspices of a city mayor who abrogated the authority of 

a duly elected school board, resulting to date in what seems to many interested observers 

as little or no progress after seven years, and in what appeared to be according to media 

reports a climate of controversy and turmoil.  

Administrators completed a pre-interview survey and then a randomly selected 

sub-set participated in a forty to fifty minute interviews. Both the survey and interviews 

focused on the four research questions: How do administrators perceive the takeover has 

affected their stress levels? How has it affected their job satisfaction? Has in their opinion 

the takeover increased or decreased the level of turmoil in the district? What do they 

believe is the level of confidence the public has in the job they are doing? 

The survey and administrator interviews were augmented by interviews with 

selected representative stakeholders in the district who were queried on essentially the 

same questions.  

Administrators generally reported high or very high stress levels accompanied by 

good or very high rates of job satisfaction. They and their stakeholder counterparts agreed 

that turbulence had subsided in the district since the takeover. Administrators and 

stakeholders split on the issue of public confidence. Administrators felt public confidence 

in the schools was improving; stakeholders expressed dissatisfaction with the pace of 

change in the district and what they perceived as unacceptably low PSSA scores.   
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CHAPTER 1 
 

 INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 The Harrisburg School District is an urban public school district in Harrisburg, 

Pennsylvania. The students generally come from economically disadvantaged 

backgrounds. There are roughly 9,400 students with a staff of approximately 1,200. The 

schools had been failing for many years, plagued by bad student performance on 

standardized tests, high absenteeism, poor graduation rates, and what appeared to be 

organizational chaos, according to media reports. The school board had hired and fired 

three superintendents in the space of a decade, but nothing they or their administrators 

did stemmed the tide of bad news.  

In December of 2000, Stephen Reed, the long-standing Democratic mayor of 

Harrisburg, instituted a mayoral takeover of the city schools under the auspices of Act 91 

of 2000, commonly referred to as the Empowerment Act of 2000. His first act under the 

provisions of the law was to appoint a board of control, which left the elected school 

board little role to play except that of disgruntled onlookers.  

The mayor’s next move was to recruit yet another superintendent of schools. He 

found one in the person of Gerald Kohn, former superintendent of schools for the city of 

Vineland, New Jersey. The new superintendent brought with him his own hand-picked 

top-level management team; this resulted in another flurry of management changes 

(including reassignments and dismissals) among administrative staff in place before the 

takeover.  
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Three top incumbent administrators were suspended without pay early in the 

takeover process while infighting in the courts between the mayor and the elected school 

board was still going on. As reported by The Patriot-News, “Linda Portlock, who served 

as acting superintendent before the mayoral takeover, Patricia Prim-Lee, head of 

academic services, and Mike Gokay, the high school principal, have also been 

recommended for termination. The suspensions were confirmed by three officials in the 

8200-pupil district1 . . .” (“District targets staff for ousters”).  

Gerald Kohn and his team came to town with a reputation for getting things done. 

With a new infusion of state funds under the Empowerment Act and a kit bag of reforms 

that allegedly had worked for them in New Jersey, the team’s emphasis was on 

revitalization of the district through change. As the new administration and its reforms 

gained traction, it was anticipated that test scores would improve, graduation and 

enrollment rates would rise, absenteeism would abate, putting the district back on track 

after years of apparent drift. 

 Now seven years later, legislators, community leaders, the local newspaper, and 

the community at large are growing restive, questioning whether the takeover is working. 

Test scores are still unacceptably low, and controversy periodically continues to dog the 

takeover. 

The Problem 

Stories published in The Patriot-News, Harrisburg’s paper of record, depict a 

school district in apparent turmoil prior to the mayoral takeover. According to the mayor, 

                                                 
1 Newspaper accounts of student enrollment vary from 8200 in 2000, to 9750 in early 
2008. 
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turmoil in the district had been systemic as far back as forty years (Luciew, August 14, 

2007). 

In addition to poor test scores, graduation rates were low, and absenteeism was 

rampant. On June 9, 1998, The Patriot-News reported that, “[o]n an average school day 

900 Harrisburg high-and-middle-school students are absent, more than 31 percent of 

those enrolled.” The paper claimed the rate was one of the highest in the state 

(“Absenteeism”).  

Whatever hope incumbent administrators may have had that the new 

administration would change things for the better, there was no immediate abatement of 

bad headlines, and apparently no diminution of turmoil in the district. The elected school 

board sued, claiming the mayor-appointed board of control violated the state constitution. 

Some of the administrators who had been dismissed or demoted sued the district 

(Phillips, 2003; see also Zogby, 2001). The mayor alleged almost immediately in the 

early stages of the takeover that thousands of dollars of school equipment was missing 

and launched an investigation. The investigation uncovered a $1.9 million kickback 

scheme involving computers for the district, which led to the arrest and conviction of the 

district’s former director of information technology (Shellem, 2005, March 23).  

Two years into the new administration, some encouraging stories began to appear 

in the newspaper. In December 2002, The Patriot reported that the district’s “truancy 

dragnet [had] hauled in hundreds of wayward students . . .” suggesting a successful 

campaign against absenteeism (Luciew, J., 2002, December 12). In an editorial on June 7, 

2005, the editors of the paper were sufficiently encouraged by the progress made by Dr. 

Kohn and his team to declare themselves optimistic about the district’s future.  
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“Five years ago,” the editorialist noted, “the Harrisburg School District seemed 

rudderless, coming off a decade in which three superintendents had been dismissed amid 

ongoing political wrangling on the school board. Morale was at an all-time low” (8A, 

2005, June 7).  

Even in those buoyant days there were times when the newspaper seemed to think 

that the atmosphere in the district hadn’t changed much. In May, 2005, the newspaper 

reported that a meeting inviting public dialogue on plans to close one of the district’s 

neighborhood schools had erupted into a near free-for-all,  “as school officials struggled 

to get through their presentations amid a [parental] barrage of barbs, accusations and 

catcalls” (Luciew, J., 2005, May 25). 

The power struggle between the elected school board and the mayor and his board 

of control continued unabated during this period, at a time when the newspaper at least 

was willing to concede that the Kohn administration seemed to be making some progress. 

In June 2006, the board of control sued the elected school board for “refusing to 

abide by the state’s empowerment act” (Luciew, J., 2006, June 10). The wrangling 

between the two boards had begun immediately after the passage of the legislation 

legitimizing the takeover; and now, six years later, showed no signs of letting up.  

In June 2007, Superintendent Kohn rejected findings published by The Pittsburgh 

Business Times that rated the Harrisburg School District as the worst in the state. In 

rebuttal, the superintendent produced his own figures which ranked Harrisburg 25th 

instead of 498th (Luciew, J., 2007, June 28). 

 The incident produced a political fire storm on Capitol Hill. The following day, 

State Senator Jeffrey Piccola accused Kohn “of rearranging the deck chairs on the 
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Titanic.” Piccola called Kohn’s rebuttal to the Business Times ranking “absurd,” and an 

“embarrassing attempt to ‘cover up’ the district’s poor performance.”  

“The truth is,” the Senator said, “that the children of the Harrisburg School 

District . . . have continued to fall behind even the worst-performing school districts in 

the state, and for the past four years of his tenure have the lowest scores on the 

Pennsylvania System of Student Assessment tests.” (Murphy, J. and Luciew, J., June 29, 

2007). 

A few weeks later, The Patriot reported that the legislature had slashed education 

subsidies for the district by over $11 million (Luciew, J., 2007, July 17). Here was 

material evidence of the depth of the legislature’s frustration with the district’s perceived 

lack of progress in raising PSSA scores.2 Kohn’s response was, “That money is being 

taken away from the children of Harrisburg.” (Luciew, J., 2007, August 10).  

The following month, The Patriot reported that the district had raised property 

taxes beyond the legal limit provided in Act 1, of 2006.  

“I should not have done it,” William Gretton, the district’s business manager, was 

quoted as saying (Murphy, J., 2007, August 7; also see Murphy, J., 2007, August 11).  

In a matter of weeks, the district had been labeled the worst in the state, the 

administration had been slapped down by the legislature, and forced to cut the budget, 

and one of its top administrators had perpetrated an illegal tax increase. 

                                                 
2 As a matter of record, it was reported by WGAL-TV on July 24, 2008, that Harrisburg’s 
“failure rate” had dropped below fifty percent for the “first time.” How the station 
defined “failure rate” and what they meant by “the first time” was not defined in the 
report. Dr. Kohn played this two-minute videotape for me in our meeting on August 8, 
2008. 
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In the wake of these developments Les Ford, then a member of the board of 

control, introduced a motion of “no confidence” in Dr. Kohn at the board’s next meeting.  

 “I think it is appropriate,” he said, “that the board of control clearly, 

unequivocally and publicly indicate to the superintendent its displeasure with the status 

quo.”  

The motion was defeated 3-1. A few days later, the mayor removed Ford from the 

board. “He fired me because I dared to have a dissenting view,” Ford said. “I dared to 

have my own voice.”  

The mayor was quick to respond.  

“He [Ford] clearly crossed the line. This school district has had 40 years of 

political agendas, and look where it got us. We are not going to return to those days” 

(Luciew, J., 2007, August 14). 

On August 30, 2007, the Pennsylvania Department of Education released the most 

recent state-wide results on the PSSA tests. Scores for Harrisburg were some of the worst 

in the state. Les Ford, the member of the board of control the mayor had recently 

dismissed, gave his reaction to the low test scores in the newspaper: “This is just more of 

the same and, given this latest indication of failure, it seems Steve Reed fired the wrong 

person” (Luciew, J., August 30, 2007). 

On December 12, 2007, The Patriot-News reported that the mayor had 

commissioned a $40,000 study by the University of Oklahoma’s Center for 

Effective Schools, which was delivered on October 31, 2007. According to the 

newspaper, the report cites management and administrative communications 

problems that could be affecting the Kohn team’s ability to deliver improved 
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student performance on state standardized tests. As of early January 2008, the 

mayor had yet to release the findings to the public, citing the need to give 

administration the time to develop corrective solutions (Luciew, 2007, December 

12). Nevertheless, copies of the report were circulating around town and its 

contents the source of scrutiny by community leaders. 

Premise of the Study 

 A good deal has been written about whether mayoral takeovers produce real 

results, that is to say, whether takeovers result in markedly better student performance. 

Wong and Shen, for example, have written extensively on the subject. Comparatively 

little, however, has been written about how the administrators caught in the middle of 

mayoral takeovers feel about the sudden incursion of politicians into their professional 

domain, although Hunter certainly speaks eloquently to this in his work, as does Karp and 

Anyon (for complete citations, see the reference section).  

We do know that takeovers often result in firings at the top, but what about the 

administrators who survive the re-organization? Do they resent the mayor (who likely has 

no background in education) and his party of apostles and their program for saving the 

schools? As sweeping changes are introduced, do they feel re-energized or demoralized? 

What about the administrators who are imported by the mayor to replace others 

who may have had deep roots established in the community? How are they received by 

the battered veterans of the school wars? And how comfortable do they feel about their 

place in the new order of things?  

It is this human dimension of mayoral takeovers that I undertook to examine, as it 

applied to the administrators of the Harrisburg School District. Although the study was 
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limited by these conditions, I thought it was conceivable that the results could form the 

starting point for a more comprehensive investigation concerning the impact that such 

takeovers have on the troops on the ground. 

Research Questions 

At the outset, I planned to shape my inquiry around four basic research questions: 

how administrators in the selected group perceive the takeover has affected their stress 

levels; how it has affected their level of job satisfaction; whether in their opinion the 

takeover has increased or decreased the level of turbulence in the district; and what they 

believe is the current level of confidence the public has in the job they are doing. The 

questions emerged based on the research described in chapter two, dealing with how 

organizational change affects the attitudes of employees. Change and stress were related 

in several of the studies, and change in the studies I reviewed often was accompanied by 

a perceived increase in turbulence on the part of employees.  

The fourth question (public confidence) seemed particularly relevant in the case 

of a school district, and specifically this school district, when one considers that whether 

these particular administrators are judged to have succeeded or failed will depend on the 

perceptions of several different publics, notably the legislators who made the takeover 

possible, PDE, other influential leaders both at the state and local level, as well as the 

children and parents who are most directly affected.  

It was also my belief that the questions were interrelated. For example, at the 

outset, it was my belief that the stress levels of administrators could possibly be 

influenced by their perceptions of how well their outside constituencies, or various 

publics, thought they were doing their jobs. It also seemed reasonable to assume that 
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public confidence and perceptions about turbulence within the organization as well as in 

its ecological setting might also be related. Based on the research I did, as described in 

chapter two, it was also my belief at the outset that job satisfaction of the group selected 

for study would also be influenced by findings with regard to the other basic research 

questions. 

Therefore the questions took the following shape: 

1. How do administrators perceive the takeover has affected their stress 

levels? 

2. How has it affected their job satisfaction? 

3. Has in their opinion the takeover increased or decreased the level of 

turmoil in the district? 

4. What do they believe is the level of confidence the public has in the job 

they are doing? 

The Purpose of the Study 

My research has elicited studies that address the issue of the effectiveness of 

school takeovers as a reform strategy, (see chapter two). I did not however discover any 

studies that explicitly dealt with the attitudes and perceptions of school administrators 

who find themselves embroiled in the middle of a mayoral, or any other form of school 

district takeovers.  

The purpose of this case study, then, was to determine the attitudes and 

perceptions of a group of administrators who attempted to bring about, or adapt to, a sea 

change in a troubled school district under the auspices of a city mayor who abrogated the 

authority of a duly elected school board, resulting to date in progress that some parties of 
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interest consider unacceptably low, and who must function in a climate which 

periodically after seven years still exhibits spikes of considerable turmoil.  

Delimitations 

For my purposes I limited the scope of the in-house pre-interview survey to those 

individuals who most likely are obliged to function within multifarious aspects of the 

district’s ecological framework.  

For example, building principals work with teachers, students, parents, leaders in 

the community, and with key figures at central office. Their exposure to many different 

constituencies make them particularly valuable assets in determining the attitudes and 

perceptions of this key sub-set of the group selected for study.  

The same can be said of most administrators at the central office; some of course 

are insulated by the nature of their staff work, but it was one of this investigator’s 

assumptions at the outset that none is immune to the climatological effect of events that 

unfold both from inside and outside the organization. 

It was beyond the scope of this study to explore whether these reported job-

related stress levels and energy and enthusiasm levels for the job among the Harrisburg 

administrators would compare with findings in these categories with administrators 

working in other mayoral takeover districts.  An inquiry of this nature might produce a 

more global set of data that could possibly add to our understanding of how 

administrators in these situations respond to the four basic research questions posited in 

this study—questions which seek to explore at least tentatively some of the effects on 

their well-being that organizational change not only has for changing how they view their 

jobs, but their lives as well. 
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Definitions 

Administrator. The term is used generically throughout the study to refer to 

management and staff positions in the Harrisburg School District without regard to 

organizational hierarchy. 

Boundary spanning events. Events that occur outside the organization that are 

beyond the ability of the Harrisburg School District or its administrators to control and 

that have the potential for substantial impact on the organization.  

Ecological climate. For purposes of the study the term refers to the entire 

interactive web of forces that an organization acts upon for its survival and those forces 

in turn that act upon it. The struggle for scarce resources (such as power) among 

contending entities is also part of an organization’s ecological climate.  

Stakeholder. The term is used throughout the study to refer generically to 

members of various leadership segments that play significant roles in the ecology of the 

district, and may include, for example, legislators, employees of governmental agencies, 

media people, members of the ministry, representatives of the local branch of the NEA, 

social action groups such as NAACP, as well as former employees. 

Turbulence. The term refers to events of an intramural or boundary spanning 

nature that affects an organization’s ability to operate efficiently within its ecological 

environment. The effects of turbulence can range in severity from ambiguity in the 

system, to levels that threaten the existence of the organization. Gross’s airplane 

metaphor is helpful in this regard: in-flight turbulence can range from a mildly bumpy 

ride, to the kind that causes the aircraft to lose altitude, or change course; or the 

catastrophic kind that causes the plane to crash and burn.  
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Takeovers in General: a Mixed Bag 

Studies have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of mayoral takeovers 

but not what effect a mayoral takeover has on the perceptions and attitudes of the 

administrators in those districts.  The literature that follows allowed me to extrapolate 

how individuals react to a change in school governance as it applies to common takeover 

phenomena such as turbulence, stress, job satisfaction, and the public’s confidence in the 

outcomes. These phenomena which so often occurred in the literature led to the 

development of the basic research questions: How do administrators perceive the 

takeover has affected their stress levels? How has it affected their job satisfaction? Has in 

their opinion the takeover increased or decreased the level of turmoil in the district? What 

do they believe is the level of confidence the public has in the job they are doing? 

A review of the literature specifically dealing with corporate environments reveals 

that the number one cause of turbulence in businesses is the reorganization of personnel 

or operations (for example, see Reilly et al., 1993). It seemed to this investigator that if 

reorganization in the corporate world created organizational turbulence with both 

negative and positive implications for employees, then by extension turbulence at some 

level would also accompany a mayoral takeover.  

 In addition Reilly tells us that the connection between change and employee 

attitudes is well-established in the literature with regard to corporate hostile takeovers. A 

mayoral takeover of a school district, it seemed to me, was also a form of hostile takeover 

and the linkage between performance and organizational change might apply here as 
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well.  She suggests further study exploring the link between turbulence and performance 

by means of such questions as what forms of turbulence actually may enhance 

organizational performance, and what forms of turbulence resulting from a change of 

individual responsibilities and challenges that might actually enhance employee 

performance, both scenarios which can affect job satisfaction. She also reports employee 

turnover and involuntary separations as another cause of organizational and employee 

turbulence. Since the mayoral takeover, the district has experienced a turnover rate of 

fifty percent of all personnel and a hundred percent of the topmost management structure, 

factors that for Reilly and others would influence employee stress levels, their perception 

of organizational turbulence, job satisfaction and job security.  

Bakker (2004) and others define job demands as, “those physical, psychological, 

social, or organizational aspects of the job that require sustained physical and/or 

psychological . . . effort and are therefore associated with certain physiological and/or 

psychological costs. Examples are high work pressure, role overload, emotional demands, 

and poor environmental conditions.”  The off-setting conditions are what he defines as 

“job resources”, such as, as for example, achieving goals and personal growth and 

development. These conditions that accompany change in the corporate world provide 

some of the underpinnings for “good” and “bad” employee stress levels.  

Literature of this kind (of which these are only a few examples) helped define the 

basic research questions for this study.  

Substantial literature exists concerning school district takeovers, but a review of 

the literature yields no research specifically on the effect that a mayoral takeover of a 

school district has had on the attitudes and perceptions of its school administrators. 
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Wong and Shen’s (2001) study on the effectiveness of state and mayoral 

takeovers, for example, concludes that mayoral takeovers are improving the lowest 

performing schools in their districts and are more likely to require more frequent testing, 

using instrumentalities in addition to state-mandated performance standards tests. Their 

study also revealed that mayoral takeovers in some cases involve an infusion of non-

teacher managers in the system, which they conclude may lead to more fiscal 

accountability and better management controls, but where the takeover is accompanied 

by local resistance and turmoil, their evidence points to little resulting improvement. 

They postulate that one of the components for success includes working with the 

“existing administration for a smooth transition” (Wong and Shen, p. 21-23). They do not 

specifically mention the role, if any, for the locally elected school board in this process. 

At the time of their study, Harrisburg was still considered in the start-up of its takeover 

and the study produced no useable Harrisburg data for its purposes. 

 Hammer (2005) notes that, “[t]akeover efforts have become embroiled in 

litigation, union disputes, protest by community groups, high teacher turnover, and 

implacably low student achievement,” (Hammer, p. 4) and speculates that when faced 

with alternatives for dealing with failing schools, takeovers, including mayoral takeovers, 

may represent the “least worst choice” (Hammer, p. 5). She sees little to cheer about in 

the evidence accumulated to date with respect to the impact takeovers have had on 

improving student performance.  

On the other hand, The Economist seems ecstatic about the potential impact of 

New York City Mayor Bloomburg’s new “report card” approach for holding schools 

accountable, announced in early November of 2007. The staunchly conservative 
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newspaper claims that under Mayor Bloomburg, the city “is emerging as a model for 

school reform.” Essentially, when the grades come out, the best performing schools will 

get more money and perhaps even bonuses for staff; in the case of failing schools, “their 

principals will be fired, and if that does not do the trick, they will be closed” (2007, The 

Economist, November 10-16, p. 16). The article goes on to say that the city’s reforms are 

encouraging other cities to give control of the schools to mayors: “That is a good idea, if 

only because school boards, the current alternative, are usually packed with patronage 

dispensing cronies of the unions” (p. 18). 

In a companion article, The Economist reports that a good number of the 

innovations introduced by the mayor were paid for out of private funds, money raised 

from philanthropists like Bill Gates and Eli Broad (p. 36). In 2002, less than 40 percent of 

students in grades 3-8 were at grade level in reading and math. Under Mayor Bloomberg, 

those figures are now sixty-five percent in math and over 50 percent in reading (p. 36). 

In yet another article in the same issue, The Economist comes out squarely in 

favor of mayoral takeovers because, “[r]eforms carried out by a mayoral strongman are 

quicker and tidier” (p. 37). The article notes no mayor west of the Mississippi has seized 

control of a school district, because the “Progressive Movement” in the early twentieth 

century was strongest in the West and succeeded in limiting mayoral powers, so reform 

in that part of the country must rely on bottom-up innovation such as charter schools; and 

indeed the charter school movement is flourishing in such cities as Los Angeles and New 

Orleans (p. 36-37). 

The Rand Corporation took an in-depth look at how the takeover was going in the 

Philadelphia School District and its diverse management model, including delegation of 
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the management of 45 schools to private or university entities. Interestingly, for one 

thing, they found the schools under the management of Temple University were going 

backwards instead of forwards in terms of test scores in reading and math (Gill et. al., 

2007, p. 40). It may be that the university believes that criteria other than test scores offer 

more important ways of determining progress. The for-profits fared little better, although 

the researchers did concede that the for-profits had been handed some of the lowest-

achieving schools to begin with. “Philadelphia,” the researchers concluded, “provides no 

evidence to support private management as an especially effective method of promoting 

student achievement—at least not under the model implemented, with constrained 

competition and limited provider autonomy” (Gill et al., 2007, p. 41).  

Ziebarth (2002) reports that results of takeovers are generally mixed (Ziebarth, p. 

9). Mayoral takeovers produce improved achievement at the elementary level, but not 

much, if any, at the secondary level, which is logical, considering the long-term effects of 

bad schools on secondary students are harder to reverse. He notes that one criticism of 

takeovers is that they are apt to “[f]oster negative connotations and impressions that 

hinder the self-esteem of school board members, administrators, teachers, student and 

parents” (Ziebarth,  p. 4).  

Seder (2000) concludes that flexibility is key to determining whether a third party 

intervention strategy has a chance at succeeding (Seder, p. 17). At the time of his study, 

Seder seemed genuinely optimistic about the potential for takeovers succeeding as an 

intervention strategy for dealing with failing schools. He supports a general conclusion 

that runs through much of the literature on the subject, namely that interventions that 

have not entirely disenfranchised the local community school board have the best chance 
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of being successful (Seder, p. 18). West Virginia’s Logan County seems to be the poster 

child for this assumption in much of the literature. 

The Potential Threat of Privatization? 

These findings are especially interesting in light of the alternatives open to states 

under the No Child Left Behind legislation. Should school districts, in this case the 

Harrisburg School District, persistently be unable to meet expected performance criteria, 

one alternative available under the legislation is to turn the district’s schools over to 

private management corporations, as Kozol (2007) insists is the real intention of the 

legislation (Kozol, p. 9).  

In my opinion, privatization may be the gathering cloud on the horizon for the 

Harrisburg School District; it would be ironic if this were to happen, since to date no 

evidence exists that private corporations can do the job better than traditional schools (see 

the Rand report, for example).  

As McDermott (2000) concludes,  “[a]dvocates of decentralization and 

privatization overlook the fact that school employees in a decentralized or privatized 

system would still have some set of interests separate from a general interest in educating 

children” (McDermott, p. 88). In other words, the more things change, the more they stay 

the same—hardly a reassuring conclusion. 

Long’s Ecology of Games 

Norbert Long (1958), in his now ancient but seminal paper on the subject, avers, 

“the structured activities that coexist in a particular territorial system can be looked at as 

games. These games provide the players with a set of goals that give them a sense of 

success or failure. They provide them determinate roles and calculable strategies and 
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tactics. In addition, they provide the players with an elite and general public that is in 

varying degrees able to tell the score” (Long, p. 252). The score-keeping public Long 

refers to is “potentially mobilizable . . . but provides no sure or adequate support in the 

particular game that the politician or anyone else is playing . . . this audience provides a 

cross-pressure for momentary aberrancy from gamesmanship or constitutes just another 

hazard to be calculated in one’s play” (p. 252). 

Lest the reader should think that “games” in the sense that Long is using it 

trivializes such vital community activities as educating children, Long assures us that he 

ascribes the most deadly serious meaning to the term: “ man is both a game-playing and a 

game-creating animal, that his capacity to create and play games and take them deadly 

serious is of the essence, and that it is through games or activities analogous to game-

playing that he achieves a satisfactory sense of significance and a meaningful role” (p. 

252). 

I wondered how many other possible agenda—or “games”-- are in play in the 

ecology of the Harrisburg School District that might impede or distract from the “main 

game” of educating students (for a more detailed discussion of games, see Long, 1958, 

and McDermott, 2000), and it seemed at the outset of this study worthwhile to investigate 

and identify, if possible, some of the contending and possibly conflicting hierarchy of 

values and needs that form a partial basis for the attitudes and perceptions of these 

administrators.  

McDermott (2000) contends that systemic school reform is generally not in the 

interests of administrators since they are under pressure to produce quick results—the 

perception of progress.  She refers to the blocking nature of what Norman Long called the 
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“ecology of games” in his 1958 paper on the subject. Substantial reform is not always in 

the interest of administrators, who run their own “game,” since systemic change can lead 

to new responsibilities and stresses, transfers, and even terminations. Teachers’ unions 

are another player in the “ecology of games” played out in the ball courts of urban school 

districts; their interests, McDermott suggests, do not always coincide with the ostensible 

“main game” of educating students (McDermott, p. 87).  

The Potential Threat of Reconstitution 

Reconstitution is another radical reform measure, which Seder defines as “the 

practice of replacing a school’s entire staff, including the principal and the entire 

instructional staff.” The San Francisco United School District was an early user of this 

strategy, and several urban districts followed suit, notably Chicago and New York City 

(Seder, 2000, p. 25). Reconstitution is the ultimate adoption of the corporate model of 

accountability, bringing with it the authority to close down unproductive schools 

analogous in the business world of closing down unprofitable stores and factories and 

starting new lines of business to replace the losers.  

While these and other examples in the literature dealt with various issues raised 

by takeovers, mayoral and otherwise, none specifically addressed the effect the takeovers 

have had on the perceptions and attitudes of administrators involved. 

Application of General Findings to the Specific Case 

 Embedded in much of the literature are implications and postulations, intended or 

not by the researchers involved, that speak to the attitudes and perceptions of many of the 

stakeholders who have been affected by takeovers. Although none of these observations 

concerning attitudes and opinions of the various constituencies involved are attributed in 
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the literature specifically to administrators who were or who are functioning in the 

hothouse laboratories of takeovers, it was my speculation at the outset that many of the 

observations in the literature would play a comparable role in making up the attitudes and 

perceptions of various stakeholders in Harrisburg, and inevitably the administrators 

involved as well. One aspect of my study was to substantiate or disavow this assumption. 

The Question of Local Disenfranchisement 

 Dolan makes the point in her early case study concerning New Jersey’s takeover 

of the Jersey City school district that the local school board had to be cleared out of the 

way because the members were “more concerned with political agendas than educational 

issues, [and] there is little question that the abolishment of the board did allow the state 

appointed district superintendent to focus on the education of Jersey City’s children 

without overt political interference” (Dolan, 1992).   

However, Green and Bradley note that initiatives for takeovers for urban school 

districts, in every case composed largely of minority communities, come from 

predominately white legislatures, and the school boards and administrators that are 

subsequently deposed by the process, are predominately minorities. Not only is the right 

of local citizens to choose their own elected school governance at issue, and possibly in 

violation of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, but, given the demographics involved in 

nearly every instance, the potential racist implications of many takeovers to date are 

equally compelling (Green and Bradley, 2000).  

Zeibarth (2002) notes that although states have traditionally delegated the job of 

public education to local school boards, education is a constitutional responsibility of 

most of the states, and by implication the states have the right, indeed the obligation, to 
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step in when local educative entities fail in carrying out their delegated responsibility 

(Ziebarth, p. 4). 

Reinhart (1998) confirms Green and Bradley’s findings, noting that as early as 

1998 in a survey of 21 districts that had been taken over by mayors or by the state by that 

time, all but three had at least 80 percent minority enrollments. Of the eight districts that 

were hovering on the brink of takeover at that time, six had predominantly minority 

student populations, some as high as 93 percent. She quotes former Cleveland school 

board member, Reverend Michael DeBose: “When you’ve got black people in charge and 

a majority black district, people think they don’t know what they’re doing. It’s really 

insulting” (Reinhart, 1998). 

Hammer uses more recent statistics, observing that of 34 takeover districts in 

urban areas as of 2005, all but three had minority enrollments as high as 96 percent 

(Hammer, 2005). Karp also notes the minority make-up of nearly all the takeovers, 

describing the state takeovers in New Jersey as “hostile.” He claims that before the 

takeovers, the administrations in place had little credibility and “dubious legitimacy” in 

the view of the communities they served: “The New Jersey state takeover process 

exacerbated these attitudes by replacing the local administration with politically imposed 

outsiders who lacked roots or credibility in the community” (Karp, 2005). 

Harrisburg’s superintendent is a white “politically imposed outsider,” who 

replaced a series of black predecessors in a largely minority school district (for evidence, 

see the newspaper reports cited in the reference section regarding the firings of Poteat, 

Yates, and Portlock). The elected school board that was set aside as a result of the 

takeover consisted largely of members of the local African-American community, in 
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accordance with the ethnic composition of the district’s community and student body. 

The board of control appointed by the white mayor in its place is also largely African-

American. The difference is that five appointments of the seven appointments serve at the 

pleasure of the mayor. By recent court ruling, the two other members of the board are 

appointed by the elected school board from among its numbers. When asked how much 

independence and responsibility the board was able to exercise under these conditions, 

one careful observer replied, “The board thinks their role is whatever the mayor tells 

them it is” (Ford, 2007, November 27).  

Ziebarth notes that in West Virginia authorities kept the Logan County elected 

school board in place, although with reduced authority, in the belief that the school board 

had to be part of the “recovery process” and also so they would be in a position to 

perform their responsibilities effectively when the state returned control to the school 

board. This apparently had the effect of abating much of the tension that would have 

otherwise existed between the various parties involved as the take-over and reforms 

proceeded. Student performance improved dramatically, as did attendance and drop-out 

rates; “administrative difficulties” were cleared up and budgeting improved, among other 

things. The implication is that it was better for all parties involved to keep the school 

board involved rather than excluding them. Keeping the local board involved would also 

help when it was time to turn the schools back to local control, since their capabilities and 

knowledge would presumably be up to speed (Ziebarth, p. 5).  

Seder (2000) reports that when Kentucky returned control to the local Logan 

County school board, the board hired the state-appointed superintendent, since they had 

been a party to his reform measures and plans, and were satisfied with his performance 
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(Seder, p. 15). Thus a smooth transition back to local control took place in Logan County 

and provides the single happy ending in the takeover literature to date. 

Lindle (1998) assessed the role of school boards during an era rife with change 

and concluded that although they are not efficient as managerial and policy-making 

instrumentalities, they play an important role in providing public forums and 

“micropolitical outlets.” Karp’s (2005) asserts that the state takeover of three of New 

Jersey’s largest school districts had “dubious legitimacy in the eyes of both staff and 

community.” Karp charges that the “takeover process exacerbated these attitudes by 

replacing the local administration with politically imposed outsiders who lacked roots or 

credibility in the community” (Karp, p. 29).   

Considering that the elected school board in Harrisburg has been essentially 

disenfranchised, and all its major responsibilities invested in another, largely mayor-

appointed (rather than elected) entity, both Karp and Lindle raise interesting questions 

about how this dislocation of authority in the Harrisburg School District may, or may not, 

have affected the attitudes of administrators and their interactions with the multiple 

stakeholder groups they serve. 

 I wondered what involvement, if any, the elected board has had in constructing a 

plan for the eventual smooth and properly prepared return of the district to the operational 

control of the local school board—or, indeed, if this matter has been given any thought. Is 

there a plan in place? When the transition back to the elected school board does happen, 

is it likely that the current superintendent and his key staff will be retained by the elected 

school board, as happened in Logan County? From the point of view of the attitudes and 
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perceptions of administrators, it seemed a question worth pursuing since when that day of 

reckoning arrives, it will most certainly affect their future. 

The Role of Public Confidence in Shaping Administrator Attitudes and Perceptions 

Wong and Shen (2001) postulate that public confidence in a school district is 

largely determined by student performance on standardized tests (Wong and Shen, p. 15-

16). Long would contend that is the way the public has chosen to keep score of the 

education game going on in its territorial system (see Long, 1958). 

Given Harrisburg’s low test scores released in 2007 by the Pennsylvania 

Department of Education and the public and political outcry that followed (see Luciew, 

2007, June 28, and Murphy and Luciew, 2007, June 29), I believed at the outset of this 

study that the media and hence the public perception of the school district was one of 

continuing low achievement, and that it was therefore likely that the media and various 

constituencies would lay the blame on the doorstep of the superintendent and his staff for 

the district’s alleged shortcomings. This in turn would influence how administrators felt 

about their jobs. 

The mayor, curiously enough, although frequently under attack in other areas, so 

far remains unscathed in the media concerning the performance of the schools after seven 

years of mayoral control. However, the mayor has his fierce critics in the city. Some are 

not only clamoring for change in the schools, but in city hall as well. Les Ford, a critic of 

both the superintendent of schools and the mayor, is the only declared candidate for the 

office of mayor at this writing (October, 2008). Should someone replace the current 

mayor, will he or she be as supportive of Superintendent Kohn and his team? Or will the 

new mayor advocate wholesale change, beginning with firing the superintendent?  
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It was a beginning assumption of mine that any set of administrators in a school 

district that attempts to be open and accountable to its many constituencies must be 

influenced in their attitudes and perceptions by the public’s potential approval or 

disapprobation of the job they are doing. If newspaper accounts can be credited, distrust 

in the current school administration is palpable in some quarters of the city (see 

references concerning media coverage in the preceding chapter, as well as the reference 

section for complete citations).  

Again, it is Long who reminds us that, “the newspaper is the prime mover in 

setting the territorial agenda. It has a great part in determining what most people will be 

talking about, what most people will think the facts are, and what most people will regard 

as the way problems are to be dealt with” (Long, p. 260). It follows that newspaper 

accounts about the low test scores in the district was of great concern to administrators. 

Perhaps it was not only not the test scores, which they doubtless find troubling enough, 

but also the manner in which the newspaper reported the stories since, as Long points out, 

“the newspaper has an interest in terms of its broad reading public in agitating general 

issues” and provides the “elites in the territory” (religious leaders, politicians, leading 

businessmen, philanthropists, and other community leaders) “with most of their 

information” (Long, p. 259). 

Perceptions of Chaos and the Short Shelf Life of Superintendents 

McDermott notes that the tenure of urban superintendents has grown shorter in 

the last few decades and asserts that frequent turnover results in “policy churn,” a 

constant change in programmatic direction—the new superintendent must be perceived as 

doing something to fix things—resulting in very little real progress (McDermott, p. 85). 
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This point would seem more applicable to the rapid turnover of superintendents instigated 

by the elected school board prior to the mayoral takeover; the mayor has stood by the 

current incumbent for over seven years, despite persistently low student standardized test 

scores and claims that Harrisburg Schools remain some of the worst performing in the 

state.  

McDermott also notes that Hargrove and Glidewell in their 1990 book, Impossible 

Jobs in Public Management (University Press of Kansas) classify running an urban 

school system as one of the “impossible jobs” in the field of public administration, 

“because the system’s clients belong to a stigmatized class and racial groups, conflict 

among its various constituencies is high, respect for the professional authority of teachers 

is low, and the public’s sense of the goals of public education is shifting and often 

contradictory. Racial and class tension, coupled with resource scarcity and difficult 

environments, hinder reform even on a small scale” (McDermott, p. 86).  

Kozol (1991) writes that “[a]dministrative chaos is endemic in some urban 

schools” (Kozol, p. 124). The record as reported in The Patriot-News would indicate 

given the turbulence leading up to the mayoral takeover (see newspaper accounts cited in 

chapter one concerning the firings of Poteat, Yates, Portlock, the criminal conviction of 

the former Director of Information Technology, and citations in the reference section 

concerning the unavailability of textbooks and class schedules on opening day, the high 

rate of absenteeism and low test scores and graduation rates) that “chaos” was, at least as 

portrayed by the local newspaper, “endemic.” 

Then Secretary of Education Zogby’s opinion (Robert Adams v. Harrisburg 

School District) adds further substantiation of the chaos in the Harrisburg schools before 
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the takeover. In part, the opinion discusses the facts surrounding the alleged failure of a 

building leader to respond appropriately when one of the building’s teachers was 

physically attacked and verbally abused by students: “During this altercation, some of the 

students held [the teacher’s] arms behind her back, while other students discussed getting 

her on the floor where they would kick and hit her. These students also called [the 

teacher] “bitch” and a “wigger,” and other racial names” (Zogby, 2001, p. 6, paragraph 

41). 

The teacher wrote up the incident and gave it to the principal who read it but said 

he didn’t have time to deal with it, as he had to go to lunch. His response, as callous as it 

may seem, may have been symptomatic of burn-out brought on by stress. The Zogby 

opinion suggests that the building leader was faced with examples of rampant chaos 

everyday at the school apparently beyond his ability to control or manage. Research notes 

the linkage between high unrelenting job stress and exhaustion and disengagement ( see 

for example Bakker, Demerouti and Verbeke, 2004). 

Whether the chaotic conditions described in the Zogby opinion were limited to the 

one elementary school mentioned in the report, or whether they were endemic through 

the system could not of course be determined on the basis of the Secretary of Education’s 

opinion alone, but when combined with newspaper accounts, it was highly suggestive of 

the condition.  

The Harrisburg School District’s student population, according to Eshelman 

(August 16, 2007) and other more official sources, is made up primarily of minorities 

from low-income families. Eighty percent of the students are black; thirteen percent 

latino; four percent white; three percent Asian. Five to ten percent of the students are 
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homeless on any given school day3. The district is the poorest in the state in terms of 

household income. One or both parents of twenty five percent of the students are 

incarcerated. (Goodrich-Small, August 8, 2008). “Poverty,” in the words of Matt Bai, 

“collects like standing water, breeding a host of social contagions.” 

 As mentioned in chapter one, The Patriot-News reported that at one point the 

District’s campaign to reduce absenteeism was producing gratifying results (Luciew, 

2002, December 12). Kozol contends that school boards and administrators have a vested 

interest in massaging such figures as drop-out rates and absenteeism, “since the federal 

and state aid they receive is pegged to actual attendance” (Kozol, p. 113).  

McDermott writes that urban school districts are frequently “portrayed [by 

legislatures] as so pathological that they are beyond help” (McDermott, p. 87). This 

phenomenon may be coming into play in Harrisburg’s reform attempts under its mayor, 

for as noted in chapter one, the legislature in appropriations bill last year slashed 

education subsidies for Harrisburg by nearly 12 million (Luciew, August 14, 2007). This 

reduction in funding suggests that politicians are growing impatient for results, which in 

their lexicon means better test scores. Their response to what they see as too little 

progress seems to be to give the district less financial support rather than more. 

Hunter and Swann (1999) refer to an “urban wall” that impedes the likelihood of 

successful implementation of reform strategies in urban school districts, citing the linkage 

between districts targeted for takeovers and the existence of systemic extramural 

conditions in those districts, such as high crime rates, rampant illegal drug usage, and 

wide-spread poverty. They note somewhat wryly that the introduction of outside 

                                                 
3  One administrator interviewed put the figure at fifteen percent. 
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leadership into these communities “does not suffice to improve the quality of education” 

(Hunter and Swann, p. 246-247). 

Hunter (1997) discusses how mayoral prominence in the debate about 

restructuring schools undercuts the authority of the district superintendent, both in the 

community and among his own staff. Inevitably, Hunter says, direct mayoral involvement 

in the affairs of urban school districts leads to the politicization of the process. The mayor 

gets the benefit of being tagged as a high-minded reformer when he advocates radical 

restructuring of the system and improves his chances for re-election, and the 

superintendent ends up being the scapegoat. The mayor benefits from what Hunter calls 

“symbolic improvement,” because he calls for radical change, while the superintendent 

gets blamed for any real-time failures and likely gets fired for his trouble. Intense 

scrutiny and criticism by the media and politicians have greatly reduced the tenure of 

superintendents; yet, Hunter points out, the communities where school districts are 

earmarked for takeover and come in for the most devastating criticism are characterized 

by poverty, unemployment, crime, drug-use, and infrastructure disrepair of all kinds from 

housing to streetlights—hardly the fault of the school superintendent and really the 

responsibility of the politicians who are calling for his head (Hunter, p. 224).  

Taxes and School Expenditures 

Kozol (2000) writes passionately about the inequities faced by urban schools; 

taxes although generally high in urban areas produce less per capita student revenue for 

urban schools when compared with suburban schools. He argues that resources make a 

fundamental difference in a school district’s ability to improve; yet bad schools do not 

attract more resources as they should, he argues, but rather less over time. The reason for 
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this is that families who are financially able avoid the cities in search of good schools for 

their children; thus because of an eroding tax base, bad schools may go from bad to 

worse. He notes that on Long Island, New York, the state’s “Statistical Profiles of Public 

School Districts,” has become an unexpected best-seller, since the compilation covers per 

capita student spending, student performance on standardized tests, and teacher-to-

student ratios. It is axiomatic among real estate salesmen on the Island, according to 

Kozol, that if you are looking to buy a home, more funding per student in a particular 

school district means that your neighbors will be white and affluent, rather than poor and 

black (Kozol, p. 120). He argues for an equitable distribution of resources that would 

involve more state funding for at-risk and failing schools and less for successful schools. 

Critics respond that that approach amounts to rewarding failure (McDermott, p. 85). 

Currently, according to a November 16, 2007 editorial in The Patriot-News, 

quoting results of a costing-out survey by research firm Augenblick, Palaich and 

Associates of Denver, Colorado, the Harrisburg School District spends $13,118 per 

student, resulting in test scores that still need considerable improvement. By contrast, 

Cumberland Valley School District, a high-performing district, spends $7,639 per 

student. Using Kozol’s gauge, mentioned above, for using per capita student expenditures 

for landing in white affluent neighborhoods, house hunters in Central Pennsylvania 

would find it had just the opposite effect.  

Expenditure comparisons like this are odious for the simple reason they do not 

take into account the tremendous boundary spanning challenges faced by schools in poor 

urban districts. Nevertheless, comparisons of per student expenditures inevitably have 

some effect in the court of public opinion on how well administrators are perceived to be 
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doing their jobs, and figure in the ultimate mix of data influencing their opinion of 

themselves as administrators. 

The Big Lessons 

Although at this writing still supported by the mayor, Gerald Kohn, the current 

superintendent of the Harrisburg School District, is under increasing fire from politicians, 

examples of which are evidenced in examination of the shifting local media coverage of 

his performance discussed here and in more detail in chapter one; these and other related 

school district issues reported in the media have also doubtlessly had some effect on how 

administrators in the district feel about their place in the scheme of things and their 

prospects for job security. 

In this respect, it is fascinating to read the Learning Point Associates guide to 

restructuring schools, published under contract to the U. S. Department of Education 

(Hassel, E. A, Hassel, B. C., Arkin, M. D., Kowal, J. M., Steiner, L. M., 2006) and its 

relentless emphasis on quickly purging unsuccessful “school leaders,” quickly shutting 

down schools that don’t achieve acceptable benchmarks of improvement, and if all else 

fails, quickly handing off the whole sorry mess to private contractors. The “big lessons,” 

according to this piece of advocacy for radically restructuring public education is that 

(one) incremental improvements are not enough; improvements have to be big and fast 

and usually involve kicking out incumbent administrators; and (two) “eliminating” 

schools that are not up to performance standards is not a one-time operation, but a 

continuous “core” responsibility (like Hershey Corporation, perhaps, eliminating from its 

product mix unsuccessful lines of confectionaries); and (three) leaders have to possess “a 

steely will,” which apparently means having the guts to keep picking off the 
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administrators and dumping the schools that aren’t performing up to standard (Hessel et 

al., p. 9-12).  

Those are the “big lessons,’ and they sound like something out of the playbook of 

Jack Welch, former CEO of General Electric; they are almost a parody of the American 

corporate ethos, which is being applied more and more relentlessly to public schools by 

politicians and the business interests that encourage that kind of thinking, i.e., that 

education is a product like any other and can be manufactured cheaper and better if we 

apply the same management practices to schools that characterize successful businesses. 

It was a beginning assumption of this study that these business model expectations, 

traditionally quite foreign to the thinking of educators, had permeated the atmosphere of 

the Harrisburg School District and had likely influenced the perceptions and attitudes of 

the administrators, for good or ill.  

The Effect of Turbulence and Stress in a Time of Change on Managers/Administrators 
 

The literature review produced research both in the private and public sector 

concerning the effects of organizational change on employees’ perceptions and attitudes, 

and job stress related to organizational change and job demands.  

Fullan (2001) notes that the “litmus test” for administrators in an era of change 

(presuming in this case that the mayoral takeover resulted in significant organizational 

change) is whether they can mobilize their energies to make their organizations perform 

better (Fullan, p. 9). He offers what he calls a “Framework for Leadership” in a culture of 

change which involves moral purpose; understanding the nature and implications of the 

change facing the organization; making sense out of ambiguity (“coherence making”); 

knowledge creation and sharing; and relationship building (see Fig. 1.1, Fullan, p. 4). All 
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of these attributes have their application to the challenges faced by administrators in the 

Harrisburg School District. 

 Bakker (2004) uses a job demands-resources model (JD-R) to test a series of 

hypotheses regarding job burn-out. He notes that demanding job requirements lead to 

“decrements” in performance because the administrators involved simply suffer from 

“diminished capacity,” as a result of the demands placed on them (Bakker, p. 97). 

 Reilly (1993) explores the relationship between organizational turbulence and the 

attitudes of administrators. Her findings are based on research within the for-profit sector, 

but also have some relevance for public institutions like the Harrisburg School District. 

She describes both negative and positive forms of turbulence and notes that attitudes 

toward organizational turbulence were not unrelated in some instances to the 

demographic and individual differences of the respondents involved (see Reilly, p. 170-

173). At least in the corporate world, this study found no correlation between the loyalty 

of managers to the organizations they served and the level of turbulence the organizations 

experienced (Reilly, p. 177). 

 By contrast, Gross offers a “turbulence gauge” that I believed at the outset might 

prove useful in measuring her respondents’ perceptions of organizational turmoil abated 

or brought on by the mayoral takeover. The gauge measures perceptions of turbulence 

through a series of graduated definitions, until it reaches a level of turbulence that results 

in the organization’s inability to function at all. Given the district’s history as reported in 

the newspapers and other sources, the Gross Turbulence Gauge proved a useful tool both 

in the pre-interview questionnaire phase as well as during the interview process. 
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 Gmelch and Swent (1984) describe an Administrative Stress Index and 

Administrative Stress Cycle in their work, as well as referring to the Maslach Burnout 

Inventory (Gmelch and Swent, p. 147-150). Of particular interest to me were the 

questions these researchers developed in the demographic section of their study, which 

included self-assessment questions about hours of exercise, physical health and current 

performance—questions that I adapted for use on the pre-interview survey. These 

researchers conclude that administrators who report a high level of job satisfaction are 

less likely to experience exhaustion, absenteeism, ill health, disengagement and other 

symptoms of burn-out (Gmelch, p. 150). Gmelch also notes, significantly, that those 

administrators who had the support of their supervisors experienced less “role conflict 

and ambiguity as well as role-based stress” (Gmelch, p. 155). 

 Allison (1997) conducted a survey of Canadian public high school principals 

concerning their methods of coping with stress. The results suggested that those 

administrators who set realistic goals and take mini-vacations, among other strategies, are 

more likely to experience better health and less likely to experience job-related stress. 

Dua’s (1994) survey of staff at the University of New England revealed that younger 

respondents seemed to experience more stress than older respondents. Dua speculates that 

this may be because as people get older they become “more worldly-wise,” and have 

reached a point in their lives where their careers are not as important (Dua, p. 76). Males 

reported more stress related to job demands whereas his female respondents reported 

more stress as a result of “work politics” (Dua, p. 76). 

  According to some literature, gender and age seem to have an effect on employee 

attitudes and perceptions concerning working conditions, politics and culture, and job 
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satisfaction, among other factors. Job type also played a role in the level of perceived job 

stress among individuals in the study by Dua: the higher up the food chain, the less 

reported job-related stress (Dua, p. 78). 

 Worrell et al. (2000) noted significant differences that organizational change had 

on the perceptions of British administrators in three different public organizational 

sectors, with particular emphasis on their organizations as good or bad places to work 

following the introduction of substantive organizational change. 

 Fulton (1998) investigated the perceived value of state mandates and the stress 

levels of principals and found no significant correlation. Kelley (1998) studied the 

perceived stress among principals in Kentucky since the implementation of the Kentucky 

Education Reform Act, using an instrument, among others, specifically related to reform 

and restructuring. Larsen (2001) examined the suicide of a school superintendent and the 

challenges he encountered while trying to implement an outcome-based education (OBE) 

plan in his district. Larsen compared the data he developed in this regard with other 

superintendents in a matrix. He also fitted the data into Gmelch’s administrative stress 

model. McGrath (1996) studied job stress as perceived by a group of New Jersey high 

school principals using the Administrative Stress Index (ASI) developed by Tung, Koch, 

Gmelch and Swent (1984). She elicited additional biographical and other demographic 

information to complete her data collection for analysis. She discovered that the job 

situation that created the highest stress among high school principals in New Jersey was 

“complying with state, federal, and organizational rules and policies.”  

Using Gmelch’s theories concerning the sources of stress for school principals, 

Heiser (2002) conducted a phenomenological study to determine whether public and 
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political pressure to improve student performance in concert with the need to remove 

incompetent teachers from the classroom markedly affected the stress levels of school 

principals. He discovered that principals were more stressed by events “that occurred out 

of the locus of their control,” or what Gmelch and others would characterize as 

“boundary-spanning stress.” 

 Hannaway and Crawson (1989) examined the politics of reforming school 

administration from the point of view of state-level reform imperatives all the way 

through to the politics of reforming the profession itself. Boyd (1999) discusses the 

competing imperatives and paradigms that the public and political pressures for 

educational reform have engendered, and with which public school administrators must 

deal. Church (1995) analyzed the effects of managerial behavior on employees, and 

discovered that the behavior of managers in the organization he studied was significantly 

influenced by the attitudes of the employees they supervised.  

Carson (1999) notes that rapid change is a major factor in causing stress in 

organizations. He divides the negative consequences into what he describes as direct and 

indirect costs: “Direct costs to organizations include absenteeism, work stoppages, work 

quality, grievances, accidents, and inventory shrinkages. Indirect costs to organizations 

include low motivation, dissatisfaction, communication breakdowns, distrust, animosity, 

poor quality of work relations, and low morale” (Carson, p. 18). 

Carson also stresses the importance of what he terms the “external environment” 

in determining the success or failure of an organization to meet its stated objectives, and 

defines many of the elements that make up the typical external environment with which 

organizations must cope, two of which seem particularly relevant in the case of the 
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Harrisburg School District: the legal-political element, and the social-cultural element. 

The legal-political element involves the influence and pressures brought to bear on the 

organization by the laws, regulations, and governmental institutions with which the 

organization must comply. These requisites, over which the organization has little or no 

direct control, can drive a large piece of the organization’s agenda and absorb much of its 

energies and resources (Carson, p. 3). This certainly is applicable to the Harrisburg 

School District as it confronts the challenge of high stakes testing and the strictures of the 

“No Child Left Behind” legislation and beseeches the state legislature for adequate 

supplemental funding.  

Culture and Metaphor 

 Morgan uses the application of extended metaphors to open up new and fresh 

ways of viewing organizations, among which are regarding them as political systems, to 

assist interested observers in understanding more clearly how organizations really work 

outside their tables of organizations (Morgan, chapter 6). His exhibit 6.4 (male and 

female stereotypes) is particularly enlightening in this regard.  

Morgan makes the point that cultures are a collection of self-evolved social 

behaviors that resist manipulation from the top. This insight, it seems to me, is 

particularly useful when overlaid over the axiomatic assumption that organizations are 

resistant to change. Cultures are belief/value systems, largely holographic in nature, but 

certainly manifesting plenty of outward artifacts, which may or may not be indicative of 

what Schein refers to as the tacit or underlying values that form the true rockbed of the 

organization’s culture (see Schein, 16-19). Since no organization operates in a vacuum, 

the socio-cultural environment immediately outside its doors is equally, if not more 
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important, to its success (read “survival”) than the culture inside its doors. The social-

cultural element refers to the operative dynamics in which the organization must perform 

its services or get its products to market. This element is contextually critical in the given 

case, as the administration struggles to maintain its credibility in the community. Morgan 

asserts the value of this kind of thinking by urging us to consider the usefulness of 

looking at organizations as organisms whose main function is to meet its “needs” in order 

to “survive.” This is accomplished by interaction and collaboration with various other 

entities in the environment, not solely by independent action (Morgan, p. 67). 

Jean Anyon (1995) has discussed in poignant detail the clash in meanings, right 

down to the difference in meaning of the same words, that make it so difficult for people 

“from the outside” (read reformers) to meet on common ground with the parents and 

students and even the teachers and administrators who embody the values and ways of 

using language in the local community. When you can’t understand each other on the 

most basic level of language, it doesn’t create confidence or cooperation on either side of 

the divide (see Anyon’s extensive body of work, including Race, Social Class and 

Educational Reform in an Inner City School, cited in the reference section of this study).  

Tough mentions the outreach work done by Richard Weissbourd, lecturer at the 

Harvard Graduate School of Education, to alert young African-American mothers on 

welfare to the developmental importance of talking to their babies and young children (it 

turns out that white middle class mothers talk three times as much to their children as do 

poor African-American mothers). He sponsors reading parties and seminars to this end, 

but concludes it is not working because the recipients, he believes, regard it as “cultural 

imperialism” (Tough, p. 95).  
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 Schein tells us there are three levels of organizational culture. The first level is 

reflected in the artifacts of the culture—for example, the way people dress and interact 

with each other. The second level is reflected in the espoused values of the organization, 

as, for example, reflected in the organization’s vision statements and generally publicly 

espoused goals and objectives. The third level of organizational culture exists on the level 

of tacit assumptions. They are revealed normally in behavior and actions that appear to be 

in conflict with the espoused values of the organization. For example, one of the 

espoused values of an organization like the Harrisburg School District may be that of 

team participation in decision-making. Research, however, may reveal that decisions are 

in practice the prerogative of a very few at the top of the administrative pyramid (Schein, 

p. 16-19). Indeed, the report by the University of Oklahoma Center for Effective Schools, 

commissioned by the mayor, cites personnel interviewed by researchers as claiming that, 

“[a]ll decisions are made by the district administration,” and that principals have little 

authority to act as instructional leaders in their buildings (Kidd, October 31, 2007, p. 11). 

Traditionally, the superintendent of schools serves at the pleasure of an elected 

school board. As the chief administrative officer, he carries out the policies set by the 

board and is responsible for all administrative aspects of the organization’s operations. A 

review of the table of organization for the Harrisburg School District indicates that the 

superintendent of schools reports not only to the (now chiefly) mayor-appointed board of 

control, but to the mayor as well, raising specific questions in this case about the district’s 

espoused values concerning the role of the superintendent and the possible sub rosa 

realities concerning the role of the mayor in the day-to-day administrative operation of 

the district, as well as the actual, rather than publicly perceived, policy-making 
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responsibility of the district’s board of control, which some critics have accused of being 

a rubber stamp for the mayor. The firing of Les Ford from the board, as reported in the 

local newspaper would seem to support this perception on the part of some (see Luciew, 

2007, August 14 and August 30). 

 Schein (1993) points out that in a real sense everybody is multi-cultural: Locked 

deeply in one’s psyche are value assumptions that arise out of one’s ethnic and family 

background, spiritual identity, and other group associations. “All of these come into play 

in forming our response to the organizational culture in which we work” (Schein, p. 14). 

 Carson defines the social-culture element of an organization’s external 

environment as “the norms, values, beliefs and behaviors associated with the 

demographic characteristics of a given area or region” (Carson, p. 4). The demographic 

characteristics of the population served by the district seemed at the outset of this study to 

play a potentially important part in how administrators perceived the challenges 

confronting them concerning parental and community involvement, the socio-economic 

background of the student population (largely poor and black), to mention only a few of 

the elements of the external environment that could well influence the attitudes and 

perceptions of administrators.  

Much of the current furor (see Murphy & Luciew, 2007, July 29) about the 

district’s performance revolves around poor PSSA scores and failure to meet targets in 

compliance with the federal No Child Left Behind legislation that requires 100 percent of 

students to perform at grade level in reading and math by 2014.  

On November 29, 2007, The Patriot-News broke the story that the mayor had 

quietly commissioned a $40,000 study by the University of Oklahoma Center for 
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Effective Schools last summer following the public furor over the district’s latest poor 

showing on PSSA scores. For several months the mayor did not release the findings to 

the public, insisting that he wanted to see the district develop a plan in response to the 

findings before doing so. The newspaper, however, obtained a copy of the report and 

revealed that the report faulted the district administration in at least two key areas: 

communication and leadership at the building level (Luciew, 2007, November 29, A1, 

A16). 

At a highly charged meeting of the Board of Control on December 12, 2007, a 

former member of the elected board, Kia Hansard, revealed that she was circulating a 

petition calling for the superintendent’s dismissal and repeal of the Empowerment Act of 

2000, which provides the mayor with his legal basis for the takeover of the district. From 

the newspaper account, tempers and emotions ran high at the meeting (Luciew, 

December 12, 2007, B6). 

On January 23, 2008, The Patriot-News reported that the Pennsylvania 

Department of Education has given the district, “[eighteen] months to markedly improve 

test scores under a state-reviewed improvement plan  . . . “It is not clear what happens 

next if the benchmarks are not met, but the article makes clear that Secretary of 

Education Gerald L. Zahorchak is considering his options, including a change in the 

district’s governance structure. The law giving the mayor takeover authority sunsets in 

August, 2010, and it will require renewal of the law if the current governance structure is 

to continue beyond that point. But the secretary, “did not rule out changes in governance 

before the improvement plan ends . . . (Luciew & Murphy, January 23, 2008, A1 and 

A12). 
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Expectations were high when the mayor took over the city schools. Now seven 

years later, administrative changes are in place, new schools have been built, or repaired, 

and new outreach programs have been put into place; yet test scores remain low and 

public patience seems to be running out.  

To put the matter in perspective, the Chelsea/Boston University Partnership began 

in 1989 (Seder, p. 19); now eighteen years later, it is still in effect and test scores are still 

problematic; in 2006, for example, the results on the Massachusetts standard exams for 

10th grade students showed that 62 percent “needed improving” or were “failing”; 66 

percent either “needed improving or were “failing” in math (statistics retrieved from the 

Boston University website, December 2007).  

All of the literature concerning takeovers reviewed to date suggests that 

improvements in fiscal and administrative management can come reasonably quickly, but 

it is much harder to achieve and maintain academic improvement. In Chelsea, eighteen 

years later, they’re still trying and not yet succeeding. The same is true in Harrisburg 

after seven years, but the anecdotal evidence from newspaper accounts and other sources 

suggests that the current administration won’t be given another decade to get there.  

It becomes apparent that the literature, both as it applies to mayoral takeovers and 

hostile takeovers in the corporate world, produce organizational turbulence of one degree 

or another and seriously affects employees at all levels in many ways. Therefore it gives 

rise to the basic research questions I have formulated for inquiring into the effect of the 

mayoral takeover on administrators in the specific case of the Harrisburg School District. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES  

The Scope and General Method of Investigation 

 This study proposed to identify through responses to a questionnaire mailed to a 

selected group of administrators in the district, followed by a series of one-on-one 

interviews, some characteristic attitudes and perceptions that a cross-section of 

administrators in the Harrisburg School District exhibit in the context of the mayoral 

takeover of the school district. The takeover is now in its seventh year.  

 According to the Auditor General’s report, the district had 72 administrators 

during the 2001-2002 period. Using the directories found on the district’s website, I 

counted 62 administrators, including 33 at the central office and 29 in the 16 buildings 

where student instruction takes place. My count excludes several individuals in the 

accounting department who might be considered administrators and several others in 

support capacities such as facilities management and IT services who by another count 

might be also considered administrators.  

Methodology 

 Since I proposed to conduct a qualitative case study through a series of 

interviews, supplemented by quantitative data gathered by means of a pre-interview 

survey of my targeted group, I thought it was possible that other issues of compelling 

interest influencing the perceptions and attitudes of this group of administrators might 

emerge as the study unfolded. As these other issues arose during the interviews, or 

dominant phase of the study, I pursued them; but at the outset the four research questions 

described above, which seemed to me to provide interesting and provocative lines of 
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inquiry based on my research on how organizational change affects employees, provided 

minimal, if arbitrary, structure to the nature of the study. 

 The method selected for this study is what Merriam defines as a “generic 

qualitative study” (Merriam, p. 11), with mixed characteristics, in that it has a first phase 

quantitative component, which involved a pre-interview survey of the cohort selected for 

study.  Merriam goes on to explain that “researchers who conduct these studies . . . 

simply seek to discover and understand a phenomenon, a process, or the perspectives and 

worldviews of the people involved (Merriam, p. 11).  

The research described in chapter 2 led to the four basic research questions, which 

served as the launch point for the study. They are as follows: 

1. How do administrators perceive the takeover has affected their stress 

levels? 

2. How has it affected their job satisfaction? 

3. Has in their opinion the takeover increased or decreased the level of 

turmoil in the district? 

4. What do they believe is the level of confidence the public has in the 

job they are doing?  

What follows is a matrix linking the research questions to data sources: 

How do administrators perceive the 
takeover has affected their stress levels? 

Dua (1994) 
Allison (1997) 
Bakker et al. (2004) 
Gmelch & Gates (1998) 
Administration Interviews (2008) 
Hunter (1990, 1995) 
Media Accounts  
Luciew (2005-2008) 
McGrath (1976) 
Markus & Ktayama (1991) 
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Rafferty & Griffin (2006) 
How has it affected their job satisfaction? Hunter & Swann (1999) 

Hunter (1990) 
Gmelch & Toreli (1994) 
Fulton (2001) 
Gmelch & Gates (1998) 
Dua (1994) 
University of Penn Report (2008) 
Oklahoma University Report (2007) 
Interviews with Administrators (2008) 

Has in their opinion the takeover increased 
or decreased the level of turmoil in the 
district?  

Reilly et al. (1993) 
Reinhart (1998) 
Schein (1993) 
Strebel (1996) 
Media Accounts: Patriot News (1997) 
Zogby (2001) 
Anyon (1995) 
Ziebath (2002) 
Gross: classroom discussion (2006) 
Gross Turbulence Gauge (2006) 
Pre-Interview Survey (2008) 
Interviews with Administrators (2008) 
Media Accounts (1998-2008) 
Interviews with Stakeholders (2008) 
Auditor General’s Report (2004) 

What do they believe is the level of 
confidence the public has in the job they 
are doing?  

Wong & Shen (2001, 2003) 
Anyon (1995) 
Auditor General’s Report (2004) 
University of Penn Report (2008) 
Oklahoma Report (2007) 
Interviews with Administrators (2008) 
Interviews with Stakeholders (2008) 

 

 The general or fundamental nature of my inquiry, i. e., the attitudes and 

perspectives of administrators as the result of the mayoral takeover, lent itself to what 

Yin further defines as “an embedded, single-case design” (Yin, p. 42). The units of 

analysis employed in the study were several: a. administrators at central office; b. 

administrators in the buildings where instruction takes place; c. various stakeholders of 

the Harrisburg School District.  
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The sources used for collecting the evidence were documentation, such as 

newspaper articles; archival record review, such as organizational charts and reports of 

consultants; interviews of several administrators as well as interviews of several 

stakeholders in the Harrisburg School District; and the pre-interview survey of the 

selected group for study. The resulting data was organized by using the constant 

comparative method of data analysis (Merriam, p. 191).   

Procedures 

Before undertaking the study, I met with Gerald Kohn, Superintendent of the 

Harrisburg School District prior in order to secure the District’s permission to survey and, 

in some instances, interview, some of its administrators. Dr. Kohn was extremely 

cooperative.  

The pre-interview survey questionnaire is attached as Appendix A. It contains 18 

questions with multiple choice responses.  I kept the survey brief in order to encourage 

good response; those surveyed were provided with a postage-paid return post card 

containing the options for responses for each of the survey questions. The intent was to 

make the response process as simple and accommodating as possible. The survey was 

sent in an envelope to the selected group, together with a covering letter explaining the 

nature of my study. 

 I considered a fifty percent response rate to the questionnaire as ideal; I thought 

thirty percent, about twenty responses, would be barely sufficient for the purpose of 

constructing a data matrix from which to develop several sub-set groupings that I 

intended to use for randomly selecting candidates for one-on-one interviews. The 
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rationale for this approach is explained below. In the event, the survey produced roughly 

a 40 percent response rate (or 25 out of 62). 

Purpose of the Questionnaire 

 The questionnaire was limited to eliciting responses to questions concerning 

certain key demographic information, current perceived levels of stress, perceived levels 

of organizational and ecological turbulence, the respondents’ perception of the level of 

confidence with which the public regards them, and their current job satisfaction.  

Certain linkages in the demographic information and the other categories of 

information generated by the questionnaire provided markers for further inquiry during 

the interview phase of the study. These markers did not by any means shape the 

interviews, nor were the interviews limited or even structured by them. 

Demographics 

 The survey by questionnaire elicited certain key demographic information from 

the respondents: length of service in the district; length of service as an administrator in 

the district; gender; ethnicity; and age. 

The returns provided sufficient demographic information for creating a data 

matrix that demarcated several sub-set groups from which candidates were randomly 

selected for the one-on-one interview phase of the study. The rationale for including each 

selected demographic unit of information on the questionnaire is as follows:  

Length of service in the district 

This information, combined with other demographic data points, helped establish 

a potentially useful sub-set of the group selected for study. The researcher was interested 

in determining whether there is any distinction in the responses of those administrators 
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with service in the district of more than seven years, the current length of the mayoral 

takeover, and those administrators with seven years or less experience as administrators 

in the district. 

Another key line of inquiry was whether the data would yield significant 

differences between these two groups in their responses to age, ethnicity, and the other 

demographic data in the resulting data matrix. 

The intent was that if the responses generated sufficient data that presented 

distinctions in the resulting matrix (see Appendix B), the researcher would likely select at 

least one individual from each of these demographic sub-sets for interview.  

Length of service as an administrator in the district 

Response concerning length of service as an administrator in the district was 

designed to assist the researcher in determining several different demographic patterns in 

conjunction with other data in the matrix.  

It was of interest, for purposes of this study, at least at the outset, to establish what 

administrators bridge the divide between the “old” and the “new” regime in the district, 

as well as to establish a sub-set of administrators, if possible, who had no experience as 

administrators in the district, except under the prevailing conditions of the mayoral 

takeover and under the direction of Gerald Kohn, the current superintendent of schools, 

who was appointed shortly after the takeover in late 2000, and who has served in that 

capacity during the entire seven year (to date) duration of the takeover.  

These administrators, except for their possible experience as administrators in other 

districts, have worked in no other conditions except those put in place in the district 

following the takeover. It was a beginning assumption of the investigator that they might 
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have distinctly different responses than colleagues who are among the administrators 

“left standing” after the takeover. Specifically, I asked myself, do administrators who 

have no experience as administrators in the district prior to the takeover respond 

differently than their colleagues who have labored in this particular vineyard both before 

and after the takeover? Taken in conjunction the above two potential correlations would 

possibly present the researcher with an opportunity to pursue this particular line of 

inquiry in the dominant, or interview, phase of the study. 

 It was also possible, so this researcher thought, that this configuration of data, 

when correlated with the data concerning overall length of service in the district might 

yield another unique subset of data; that is, whether some of the administrators now in 

place began their service in the district in capacities other than as administrators before 

the takeover. This, then, may be the pedagogical equivalent of enlisted military personnel 

receiving a battlefield commission. Would these administrators who have spent time as 

“soldiers” in the trenches of the Harrisburg School District have an outlook distinct from 

colleagues who have always served in the administrative ranks in the district? 

Gender  

Dua notes that females report more stress related to organizational politics, while 

their male compatriots cite more stress related to work load, although as a general 

category, he sees no difference in the stress levels between men and women (Dua, 77).  

 How else men and woman may differ in their perceptions and attitudes in this 

particular setting offered the researcher yet another possible line of inquiry in the 

interview phase of the study.  
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Newspaper accounts suggest that politics in all its various hot house 

efflorescences seem rife in the district. The question then arose whether the current 

research, particularly in one potentially relevant aspect of the interview phase resulting 

from data based on gender, correlated with other data in the data matrix developed from 

responses to the questionnaire, would present the researcher with sufficient evocative, 

though fragmentary, evidence to follow a line of enquiry that might possibly reveal 

differences or distinctions regarding stress levels, job satisfaction, or public confidence 

(for example) among respondents that would suggest such differences or distinctions 

were somehow gender related. 

While it was not the intent of this study to duplicate or dispute this narrow finding 

of Dua’s, it was nevertheless of interest to the current researcher to determine if any 

patterns of this sort arose from the data generated by the questionnaire, and whether the 

data might be augmented along these lines during the interview phase of the study.  

Again this study was not intended to be limited to an examination of any relation 

of responses that seem to break along gender lines of the individuals in this group of 

administrators or any of the other limited topics mentioned both above and below; rather 

the researcher used the data elicited from the questionnaire as one more tool investigating 

the attitudes and perceptions of this group of administrators, who were selected for 

interview in the dominant phase of the study because they do what they do under aegis of 

a mayoral takeover.  

 Ethnicity  

Green and Bradley, Reinhart, Karp, McDermott, Hunter, and especially Anyon 

make clear that attitudes and perceptions of individuals may vary depending on ethnicity 
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and culture. Schein and Morgan also emphasize the importance of organizational and 

personal culture as determinants in shaping people’s attitudes and perceptions. 

It was one of the researcher’s beginning assumptions that a small survey sample 

as she contemplated might nevertheless produce some discernable differences in attitudes 

and perceptions in this sub-set, distinct from another sub-set, which in themselves might 

not be valid; yet they might prove sufficiently intriguing for additional and more 

comprehensive inquiry by another researcher in the future. 

It is also conceivable (again, relying on Anyon and others) that administrators in 

the district might see circumstances differently, depending on whether they had close 

cultural ties to the community they serve, or depending on whether many of the dynamics 

in the community are beyond their immediate comprehension. 

 For example, it was possible that an African-American or Hispanic administrator 

might regard his white colleagues as something less than prepared to understand or deal 

with the contextual challenges that shape the district’s organizational or ecological 

culture—or might wonder if even with training and everyday immersion they would ever 

be equal to the task. 

I intended to use the data to pursue this line of inquiry, which had the potential for 

influencing how various individuals of different ethnicities selected for the interview 

stage view, for example, in-house communications, organizational ambiguity, public 

perception of their effectiveness, and their level of job satisfaction. 

This sub-set of data also presented the researcher the opportunity to explore issues 

of trust and other possible lines of inquiry in the interview phase of the study. For 

example, were the key administrators in the district mostly white imports from someplace 
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else? Did it feel like the administrative superstructure was the logical outgrowth of 

district and community needs, or did it feel imposed, another example of the white power 

structure imposing its will on a largely minority community, and in the process ignoring 

(or least giving mere lip service) to that community’s need for ownership and dignity?  

It was anticipated that troubling questions of this sort might not necessarily color 

the attitudes and perceptions of this sub-set group elicited by this particular demographic 

as correlated with other demographic data. Yet based on Anyon, Karp, Hunter and others, 

it seemed to this investigator an important demographic to isolate for the purposes of 

developing another potential line of inquiry to explore during the interview phase of the 

study.  

Age 

As mentioned above, Dua reports a distinct difference in stress levels in 

administrators, depending on their age. Younger administrators find their jobs more 

stressful; older administrators seem more able to roll with the punches. This may be 

because older administrators put less stock in their careers; it may be, as Dua suggests, 

these folks have shifted their priorities and are less likely to be career-driven. What Dua 

means by “older” is not clear from his study. For purposes of the present study, this 

researcher defined “older” as someone who was fifty years or older with close to twenty 

years work experience in education. 

This seemed another demographic that could yield interesting data when 

configured with other data in the matrix. It was a beginning assumption of this researcher 

that distinctions in perceptions and attitudes concerning careers as it influences stress 

levels very likely was not the only category affecting the attitudes and perceptions of so-
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called older more experienced administrators in the district. For example, would older or 

younger administrators manifest more confidence in the progress the district has made 

since the takeover? Would there be a distinction between how older or younger 

administrators feel about various issues when combined with ethnicity, or any of the 

other demographic categories mentioned above? Based on the correlated responses 

provided by the survey instrument, I expected this would likely produce another 

intriguing line of inquiry to pursue during the interview phase of the study. 

Stress 

 In conducting a case study concerning the attitudes and perceptions of a group in 

relation to their workplace, it seemed reasonable at the outset to solicit from these 

administrators their perception of the level of stress that they were experiencing. This 

struck this investigator as especially relevant in light of this specific group of 

administrators given media accounts (see chapter one) that suggested considerable 

boundary-spanning turbulence in the eco-system. 

 Earlier on (see chapters one and two), I documented a number of specific events 

that could possibly affect the stress levels of these administrators. Bakker and others 

make clear the kind of conditions that produce stress in employees; many of the factors 

cited by him and others might, it seemed to me, be in play in the ecology of the present 

group under study. 

The literature I have reviewed on the subject includes reports on linkages between 

how people feel about their jobs and how much energy they have available to do them, 

and their perceptions concerning what effect change and organizational (and extra-

organizational) turmoil are having on them.  
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Gmelch and Swent, for example, see a clear relationship between a relentless 

pattern of job stressors and declining reserves of energy available for carrying out job 

related responsibilities (Gmelch and Swent, p. 152).  

This study did not propose to examine in detail the factors that may lead to the 

long-term results of stress, characterized by researchers as “burn-out,” among this select 

group of specific school administrators; nevertheless, it seemed relevant at the outset to 

make some inquiry within the selected group concerning their perceptions of the stress 

levels associated with their jobs and their perceived energy reserves for carrying out their 

responsibilities. Their responses would present another relevant category of inquiry for 

follow-up in the interview phase of the study. 

Turbulence 

As detailed in earlier chapters, the district had what could be described by any 

reasonable standard as a turbulent history leading up to the mayoral takeover in late 2000. 

As outlined in chapter one, if we give credence to reports in the media and other 

independent sources, it would seem a fair amount of turbulence is still agitating the 

organization, although its origins may, or may not, exist in the environment in which the 

organization functions, rather than located in-house.  

This distinction has relevance perhaps only if administrators feel that the outside 

sources of turbulence are particularly distracting and interfere with their ability to 

perform their jobs to the best of their ability. It was the opinion of this observer at the 

outset of the study that one of the possible sources of turbulence could be rooted in the 

perceptions held by stakeholders that student scores on standardized tests are not 

improving at a pace considered sufficient. As defined by McGrath and reported by 
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Gmelch and Gates, these perturbations in the environment surrounding and interacting 

with the organization are “boundary-spanning” in nature, and not directly controlled by 

the organization (Gmelch and Gates, p. 148).  

These perturbations, it seemed to this investigator, had the potential for 

influencing the attitudes and perceptions of the administrators, and therefore were queried 

in the opening phase of the study to ascertain their relevance to the subject at hand, for 

follow up in the dominant, or interview, phase of the study. Many factors inside the 

organization, such as ambiguity and poor communications and constantly shifting 

priorities, or bad relationships with colleagues or higher-ups can influence one’s sense of 

organizational turbulence. An inquiry about organizational turbulence therefore presented 

a potentially data-rich line of inquiry concerning the perceptions and attitudes of this 

particular group of administrators.  

Respondents were provided with a graduated scale of answers on the survey 

response card based on the definitions found on the Gross Turbulence Gauge (see 

Appendix D), which range in character from barely perceptible and normal, to 

threatening the survival of the organization. This data was also entered into the data 

matrix in the expectation that analysis would produce new sub-set groups for possible 

follow-up in the interview phase of the study.  

Public Confidence 

One useful metaphor supplied by Morgan that might be applied here is to view the 

district as an organism competing with other organisms for limited resources. From this 

ecological viewpoint, the successful interaction of an organization with the dynamics of 

its environment is critical to its survival (Morgan p. 64-66).  
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No Child Left Behind, for example, invokes a series of penalties on schools that 

fail to meet certain student performance standards by a series of arbitrary deadlines. 

Ultimately, the penalties could lead to the closure of failing schools and the dismissal of 

staff considered to be ineffectual. Other configurations may supplant the traditional 

public school, such as charter schools and schools run by private corporations.  

Suddenly, it seemed as though the environment in which public schools function 

no longer guarantees their survival. Schools are now being measured much more in line 

with corporate notions of success and efficiency. This amounts to a sea change in 

educational policy and public perception; now the single most important tool for 

measuring a school’s success is how well its students perform on standardized tests.  Can 

a district with persistently low test scores expect to survive for long in this environment? 

In their study concerning the effectiveness of state and mayoral takeovers, Wong 

and Shen (2001) theorized, and later substantiated to their satisfaction, that public 

confidence in a takeover district is directly related to student performance on 

standardized tests ( p. 15-16, 22-23). Student performance on standardized tests equals 

public confidence. It bears repeating, since it seems key to a district’s survival. 

The researcher therefore offered a series of graduated possible responses for use 

by the administrators to a question simply described as “public confidence,” without 

defining what “public confidence” means. The answers were correlated with other data 

on the questionnaire and used as one more point of departure in the interview phase of the 

study in order to explore in depth with selected administrators their perceptions of the 

current level of public confidence in them personally as well as their perceptions of the 

public’s overall confidence in the current school administration.  
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Second, it is possible that public confidence, or the lack of it, and the controversy 

that is still in play in the district over test scores would influence how the administrators 

will perceive the level of turbulence that currently exists in the district, intra- or extra-

organizationally, using the definitions on the Gross Turbulence Gauge to delineate their 

perceptions on the subject. In turn, their responses in this area might very well influence 

and correlate with how much stress they are feeling and their level of job satisfaction. 

It might be that public confidence, or the lack of it, or the furor over low test 

scores would have little influence on how the administrators gauge public confidence in 

the job they’re doing, and they might perceive other factors that they deem more 

significant in influencing public confidence. This seemed a significant line of inquiry in 

this study. Therefore using data collected on the subject in the survey phase of the study 

as a beginning point, the administrators’ sense of public confidence in the organization 

formed one of the major lines of inquiry in the interview phase of the study.  

The researcher offers no theories concerning what effect the subjects’ perceptions 

of public confidence has on their performance; or, for that matter, what effect their 

perception of organizational or extra-organizational turbulence might have on them. It is 

however interesting to note that Wong and Shen (2005) make the point that where 

political and administrative turmoil exists, takeover districts, mayoral and otherwise, 

show little evidence of improvement (p. 23).  

It was beyond the scope of this study to attempt to prove or disprove a correlation 

between turmoil, or the lack thereof, and district improvement, or lack of improvement, 

and public confidence; however, this investigator believed that how administrators might 
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perceive such a linkage in the specific case, might result in generating significant 

responses in the interview phase of the study. 

Job Satisfaction 

According to Gmelch and Gates, the highest predictor of good on-the-job 

performance is job satisfaction (Gmelch and Gates, p. 152). It therefore seemed 

reasonable that an inquiry via the medium of the pre-interview survey concerning a 

group’s attitudes and perceptions about their work ought to contain at least an elemental 

measure of their sense of job satisfaction.  

Exactly, or even approximately, what objective correlation exists between various 

levels of organizational turbulence, stress levels, public confidence, and job satisfaction 

for this or any other group of employees was beyond the scope of this investigation. 

Nonetheless, the individual subject’s perception, although subjective, of a linkage 

between job satisfaction and the other research categories just mentioned was relevant for 

purposes of this investigation and represented another line of inquiry for use in the 

interviews. 

Vetting the Questionnaire and Setting the Launch Date 

Colleagues at my place of employment reviewed the questionnaire for clarity and 

suggestions after they had taken it for a test drive by completing it themselves. I asked 

them for feedback with respect to the following specifics:  

a. Are the questions clear and unambiguous? 

b. Are “biased” words and phrases avoided? 

c. Are questionnaire and response card simple and quick to deal with? 

d. How long did it take them to complete? 
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 Following that process I asked my advisor to examine the instrument to 

ascertain whether it seems properly designed to meet the intent of the first phase of my 

proposed study. 

Meeting with the Superintendent 

 I met with Gerald Kohn, the Harrisburg School District’s superintendent of 

schools, in order to explain the nature and purpose of my case study and to secure the 

District’s permission to survey and interview some of its Administrators. The IRB asked 

that I elicit from Dr. Kohn a letter on District letterhead signed by him giving me 

permission to carry out my research in the district. This he very graciously agreed to do. 

I showed him the covering letter I planned to send out with the questionnaire. I 

outlined the approach I planned to take in the interview of the study. I assured him that 

the nature of the study is academic research, intended to satisfy one of the requirements 

for completion of my doctorate. I also explained how I intended to protect the identities 

of those who participate in the study. I found the superintendent extremely supportive of 

my intentions. 

Sending out the Questionnaire 

I mailed the questionnaire, together with the answer coded response card to the 

selected group of administrators in two mailings. The first batch went out on August 29, 

2008; the second mailing went out on September 2, 2008. In what proved to be a critical 

decision, I coded the response cards in order to distinguish between responses from 

administrators in central office from those of building administrators. In my covering 

letter, I explained that their cooperation was entirely voluntary and that if they chose to 

participate, their identities would remain confidential.  
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First phase: Analyzing the Data 

 I estimated that about two weeks from the estimated receipt of the questionnaire 

by the targeted respondents was sufficient time for completion and return of the response 

postcard. This turned out to be about right. When responses slowed to a trickle and then 

stopped altogether, I began creating the data matrix, and over a period of days analyzed 

the results of this phase of the study, in preparation of selecting the candidates for the 

interviews. 

The Interview Phase: Administrators 

 Data analysis based on the responses to the questionnaire and the resulting data 

matrix produced several possible sub-sets for selecting candidates for the interview phase 

of the study. The data identified a handful of administrators who reported years of service 

that bridged both before and after the mayoral takeover. Because of the comparisons they 

could offer, two candidates for interview were randomly selected from this subset. The 

data also identified administrators who worked at central office and a few who worked 

out in the buildings. Even though only five out twenty-five respondents, identified 

themselves as building administrators, for reasons explained in the next chapter, two from 

this group were randomly selected for the interview phase. The survey data also 

identified for ethnicity; given the ethnicity of the district, which is largely African-

American, I randomly selected one of these respondents out of a sub-set of six for the 

interview phase. Because the data produced no distinct differences in the responses based 

on age or gender, candidates for interview were not randomly selected based on these 

criteria.   In all, six candidates were randomly selected for interview, and all six agreed to 

be interviewed.  
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Ethical Considerations 

Each candidate received a letter or an e-mail asking for his or her participation 

and again explaining the purposes of the study and guaranteeing his or her anonymity. 

Each was advised that participation was entirely voluntary. Each was told of his or her 

right to review and amend the resulting summary of the interview. Each was informed of 

his or her right of refusal. The letter stated that those who agreed to participate would be 

asked to sign a letter of consent explaining the terms and conditions to which they have 

agreed, and that they would receive a copy of the letter of consent which they signed.  

Examples of Possible Lines of Inquiry for Interview 

It is one of the beginning assumptions of this study that so-called “boundary 

spanning” events affect the attitudes and perceptions of the administrators. 

For example, when some outside source, such as a legislator or business journal in 

western Pennsylvania, calls the district one of the worst in the state, one would expect it 

to have some effect on the perceptions and attitudes of the administrators toward their 

jobs and their place in the district scheme of things.  How does it affect the energy they 

bring to the challenges they face daily in the work place?  

It was anticipated that the researcher would ask, if the researcher sensed that 

circumstances warranted such a line of questioning, how four or five district specific 

events had influenced the attitudes and perceptions of the selected group for interview, 

as, for example, how the public release of the latest PSSA data (as of 2007) revealing 

intractably low student scores had affected their outlook, if at all; and what effect, if any, 

such negative events as the state legislature’s decision to slash funding and being publicly 
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branded as “one of the worst school districts in the state” has had on their daily approach 

to the challenges facing them.  

I expected to use a non-directed approach in the interviews. My intention was not 

to lead the candidates in any one direction or toward any particular conclusion, but as 

much as possible to allow them to describe in their own terms how they felt about some 

of the issues raised earlier in this study. The basic research questions were again 

addressed in this dominant phase in order to allow the candidates selected for interview to 

expatiate fully on these and other issues they deem important within the context of the 

study’s limits. 

Examples of Sub-Sets Selected for Interview 

Interviews were structured to a certain extent by the sub-sets from which the 

individual was selected. For example, if the individual had experience in the district 

spanning both before and after the mayoral takeover, I asked that individual to compare 

and contrast her/his perceptions both “before” and “after.” 

It was my intent to explore with this group how they felt about their jobs and the 

situation in the district prior to the mayoral takeover. Did they perceive much change, 

either for the good or ill, as it affects their ability to carry out their responsibilities? Had 

their morale improved or declined? Were they suffering more or less stress? Did they 

have a greater or less sense of participation in management decisions? Did they have a 

greater or less sense of job satisfaction in the new environment? 

The same approach was taken with the other candidates. That is to say, the line of 

inquiry was dependent to some extent on how they configured in the earlier data, 
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although as much as possible the intention was to keep to discussion open-ended in order 

to let the candidates express their views freely. 

Four “Universal” Topics for Interview 

I selected four topics as “universal” for purposes of this study, and for which each 

interviewee was asked to give one of several possible responses on the questionnaire, 

namely: stress, turbulence, public confidence, and job satisfaction.  

If a respondent selected for interview indicated a high level of job satisfaction, I 

asked the individual to elaborate on that topic during the interview in an attempt to 

ascertain why she or he felt that way; I also asked the individual to elaborate on her/his 

responses to the other “universals” to learn how possibly in this case job satisfaction 

colors or influences those responses. This gave general shape to the interviews and 

provided a launch point for the discussions without imposing control over how the 

candidates chose to respond. 

The Peripheral or Stakeholder Interviews 

 In the interest of data enrichment and triangulation, I interviewed certain what I 

have described as stakeholders in the district in order to collect their sense of how the 

administrators are currently weathering the challenges they face daily. This group was 

intended to be representative of various parties at interest, as described in the sections on 

“Definitions,” above, and in more detail in the section in chapter four dealing with their 

responses. 

 It was this investigator’s view that these people conceivably could offer a unique 

and intriguing (although admittedly subjective) perspective on administrations and 

administrators, past and present.  They might also be representative of current or past 
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community attitudes and perceptions and in that way they may provide a unique 

perspective regarding the selected research questions. 

 Media accounts and other sources suggest these community stakeholders are 

frustrated by what they view as the lack of progress in the district as well as resentful of 

the role the mayor has played in orchestrating his intentions; some of these frustrations 

may be directed at the superintendent, and what one observer called his “posse,” few of 

whom had any history or connection to the community or the schools seven years ago 

when they were given the responsibility for running the district. Frustrations offer a 

particular lens through which to form one’s perceptions and therefore indubitably 

influence one’s sense of progress or one’s sense of a lack of progress. Just as anger 

distorts one’s perceptions, so can frustration, which is a more socially mediated form of 

anger. For these and other reasons, I thought it was valuable to include the perceptions 

these groups as it related to the purposes of this study. 

Largely by telephone contact, the selected individuals were solicited, offering 

them the same conditions of confidentiality as approved by the IRB and extended to the 

administrators involved in the study. In some cases, the individuals in this group of 

participants had no particular desire to have their responses remain non-attributed but I 

made no exceptions, in conformity with the provisions in the consent form, as approved 

by the IRB; therefore, no specific attributions appear in the study. Such non-attributed 

quotations as appear in chapter four were collected during the interviews with both sets of 

candidates and are substantiated in the files.  In a few instances, public statements by 

people who could be considered stakeholders, although not necessarily people who were 

selected for this study, are quoted in the following chapters.  
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The Interviews: the Basic Approach 

In the case of administrators currently working in the district, candidates for 

interview were identified by various key demographic sub-sets, and then randomly 

selected by sub-set. I conducted a total of thirteen interviews, including administrators 

and representatives from the stakeholder groups mentioned above.  

In the interviews with administrators, it was anticipated that discussions would range 

from levels of job satisfaction, length of workday, incidence of illness and fatigue, any 

perceived change in sleep patterns, changes in morale and stress levels, perceived 

changes in the demands of the job, perceived changes in the workplace environment, 

perceived shifts in the most acute sources of job-related pressure, their relations with 

other administrators and other members of the professional and support staff, as well as 

any perceived change for better or worse with community stakeholders. In the event, the 

interviews sometimes took a different turn, as the reader will see in the next chapter. 

Interviews Conducted in Places Determined by the Interviewed 

The interviews were conducted in environments selected by the candidates. Some 

chose to be interviewed in a meeting room at my office. Most however chose to be 

interviewed in their offices. Most of the administrators who were interviewed did not 

seem particularly concerned about keeping their participation confidential. In one case, 

the superintendent interrupted the interview to say hello to the researcher. This caused no 

apparent discomfiture on the part of the person being interviewed, and after the 

superintendent left we renewed our discussion as though nothing had happened to 

interrupt it. 
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Rationale for Conducting the “Peripheral” Interviews First 

At the outset of this phase, I decided to conduct interviews that for purposes of 

this study I describe as “peripheral.” The data collected from these interviews was 

analyzed and the results were useful in shaping some of the lines of inquiry used in the 

interviews with the administrators. 

Review of the data collected in the interviews frequently led to new aspects of the 

research questions not previously considered and assisted in shaping subsequent 

interviews that helped in making the data thickly descriptive. 

Field Notes as the Basic Collection Instrument for the Interview Phase 

I relied on field notes as the basic instrument for collecting data from the 

interviews. Each individual who was interviewed was given the opportunity to review the 

summary of the interview and make corrections and any additions and then to explicitly 

state that the summary complied with her/his understanding of what transpired during the 

interview.  

I did not use recording devices of any kind (except a pen), for fear of inhibiting 

the responses of the candidates. I did not want canned responses parroted into a 

microphone and also because of the awkwardness such devices would present in the 

venues where the interviews were conducted. Instead, I determined to rely on follow-up 

discussions with the candidates when I had questions involving ambiguity and lack of 

clarity in the field notes before writing up the notes, and on member checks to validate 

the final written results.  In actual practice, the notes I took seemed fairly clear and 

unambiguous and did not necessitate my requiring any follow-up discussions with the 

subjects. From their point of view, the summaries seemed to suffice and all but one or 
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two approved them as they were submitted. In the case of the few exceptions, the 

changes, corrections and additions were relatively minor. 

Bias of the Researcher 

It was one of the beginning assumptions of this study that the attitudes 

administrators have toward their work permeates up and down throughout the 

organization and influences the attitudes of everyone with whom they interact, including 

peers, teachers, support personnel, parents, community leaders; and that their attitudes 

and perceptions ultimately have an effect on the performance of the students (see 

Anyon’s work for evidence of this). 

 It was also one of the beginning assumptions of this study that so-called 

“boundary spanning” events influences the attitudes and perceptions of the administrators 

(as well as everyone else involved—parents, teachers, students, politicians, community 

leaders). For example, when some outside source, such as a legislator or business journal 

in western Pennsylvania, calls the district one of the worst in the state, it presumably 

registers on the morale and self-worth of the administrators, teachers, and every other 

stakeholder in the schools.  

 The Harrisburg School District reflects the demographics of its community, which 

is largely poor, black, and Hispanic. I anticipated that many of the administrators and 

others that I interviewed would be of minority ethnic backgrounds. This however did not 

turn out to be the case, as will be discussed in chapter five. 

The researcher is a forty-eight year old white female. I am the oldest of six 

children and come from a relatively poor family. I am also the first college graduate in 

my family. I worked hard in high school. I held a series of jobs after school to save 
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money for college. I was elected to my high school’s branch of the National Honor 

Society; I won a scholarship, I worked in the kitchens of my university, I took loans, and 

I put myself through college. It is my belief that if you want something and you’re 

willing to work for it, you ought to be able to get it. I believe fiercely in the value of 

education. It has made all the difference in my life. 

As mentioned above, I am the Superintendent of the West Shore School District, 

located across the Susquehanna River from the city of Harrisburg. For years the West 

Shore was known as the “white shore.” Slowly over the years that perception has 

changed; we have our share of minority, poor, and ESL students, although the district is 

still primarily white and middle-class. 

It was therefore my intention as I undertook this study to be extremely sensitive to 

the special ethnic and cultural conditions I thought I would encounter as the study 

unfolded. Nevertheless, I began with certain biases. I expected my research would reveal 

that most of the administrators surveyed felt that they were operating under a series of 

stringent expectations, but at the same time in a more dynamic, productive and 

encouraging organizational environment. Within the limited context of the self-selected 

respondents to the pre-interview survey and as a generally prevailing attitude among 

those administrators I interviewed, this is what I found, but as the reader will see there are 

reasons to question whether these attitudes apply as universally among building 

administrators as among administrators at central office. 

On balance, I anticipated that the majority of the administrator respondents would 

express ambivalent levels of job satisfaction. I also anticipated that white “outsiders,” 

administrators with no previous connection or history in the community, would think 
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they are doing a better job than the results would seem to warrant, but that they would 

feel more frustrated and “unloved” in dealing with the community at all levels. I also 

anticipated that administrators with minority backgrounds and/or direct ties to the 

community would likely be more disenchanted with the mayor and the people at central 

office at this stage of the takeover. 

Because I was aware of these biases, I took special pains so as not to let these 

preconceptions frame my lines of inquiry, or influence how I interpreted the data I 

collected.  Member checks played a key role in helping me remain objective, as did 

informal discussions that I had with various leading figures in community, which were 

conducted outside the formal parameters of this study. I was acutely aware of the fact that 

many of the people I talked to were likely pursuing their own agendas and might perceive 

some usefulness in influencing the outcome of the study. The data I collected was 

essentially qualitative and largely subjective in nature to begin with. So long as I stuck to 

my original design, I saw what these people had to say as one more source of data 

enrichment. 

Data Analysis Procedure 

 The data was analyzed as collected. The first step was to analyze the relevant 

documents that I collected, which provided several thematic possibilities for exploration 

during the interview phase of the study. The second step was to analyze the results of the 

pre-interview/demographic survey in order to select interview subjects. As the result of 

data collected on the survey, I was able to identify administrators in the district by 

gender, race, experience, by job title and administrative level (central office, high school, 
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middle school, and elementary school). Once sorted by these characteristics, I randomly 

selected candidates for interview.  

 I made notes as I went along and broke down the data into tentative categories, 

which I later refined as certain patterns began to assert themselves. As the “dialogue” 

between the data and the researcher emerged, it structured the direction of further data 

collection, both in the form of the remaining interviews and in the nature of additional 

document collection.  

I kept a running account of the recurring regularities and patterns in order to use 

as a basis for the analysis of additional data. As a logical consistency emerged as a 

pattern in the data, together with numerous variables, I found myself in a position to write 

up the findings within the appropriate theoretical context and to begin to frame some 

tentative conclusions concerning the impact the mayoral takeover has had on the attitudes 

of the administrators in the Harrisburg School District.  

Additional Validity and Ethical Considerations 

 Subjects for interview were randomly selected with the intent of getting a 

panoptic view of the effect of the takeover on their attitudes. Interviews conducted with 

key stakeholders provided additional sources data, and provided means for triangulation, 

and comparison, as well as the basis for a thickly descriptive narrative of the results. In 

all cases, those interviewed were asked to review the summary of the interview and 

validate that the contents accurately reflected their opinions and perceptions, as provided 

for under Merriam’s discussion concerning member checks (p. 204). 

 As the data emerged from the survey and the interviews, I was conscious of the 

need to maintain “a dialogue” between them and my other data sources, including media 
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reports, various government documents, the reports of consultants, such as the Oklahoma 

report (2007) and the University of Pennsylvania report (2008) on the district’s 

operations, with the object of providing additional sources of data to provide adequate 

evidence of triangulation.  

I also used the services of a research assistant, after securing the permission of my 

advisor, to analyze a sample of the interviews and independently create a list of 

categories or themes emerging from the data for comparison with the categories and 

themes I had tentatively identified. This individual is well-qualified for the task. He was 

at one time a visiting associate professor of English Literature at Franklin and Marshall 

College; in addition to having taught at both the high school and college levels, he served 

for many years as the Associate Executive Vice President of the Pennsylvania Medical 

Society. Among his many responsibilities were organizational and staff performance 

analysis. I found the correlations and matches between his and my observations 

concerning this particular data to be reasonably consistent and helpful in establishing 

internal validation under the rubric of peer examination as described by Merriam (p. 204-

205). 

Both correlations and differences among those interviewed were analyzed to see 

what causal links may or may not exist (such as demographic linkages) to explain the 

exceptions and to test the validity of the tentative patterns that began to emerge. Selecting 

subjects from the whole panoply of administrative levels in the organization and outside 

organizational stakeholders also helped to triangulate and validate the findings.  

My approach was to test the data against a variety of sources, including the 

literature. By this and other means I intended to remain open-minded until the body of 
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evidence supported the eventual findings. When possible, I attempted to validate the data 

by testing them against documentation.  

 A good deal has been written about the impact of the work place on the attitudes 

of employees, although little enough about the specific effects I intended to examine in 

this study. Still, where applicable, I compared my preliminary findings with the relevant 

body of literature produced by other researchers as a further test for validating the results. 

 A good audit trail with regard to how the data were collected and categorized was 

also an important ingredient in my approach.  I kept detailed descriptions of how various 

conclusions were constructed.  Because of the particularity of its character and its 

inductive nature, I did not expect the study to produce any generalizations that could be 

applied to all mayoral takeovers but I did think that it might add to the study of mayoral 

takeovers in a meaningful way nevertheless. I believe the findings support this beginning 

assumption, which made it all the more imperative that the audit trail was comprehensive 

and clearly delineated. 

The Price of Admission and Additional Ethical Considerations 

 I anticipated that the price of admission for doing this study with the blessings of 

the superintendent would be to supply him with a copy of the results, after it has been 

accepted by my advisor and review committee.  

So far he has not asked for a copy, but as a matter of courtesy I feel compelled to 

offer him one after it has been approved. A few others involved in the study have 

expressed an interest in seeing the results.  

Should I comply with these expressions of interest, it could lead to the circulation 

of the study beyond the organization. For this reason it is particularly crucial that 
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confidentiality of sources is maintained in the most scrupulous manner possible. Any 

circulation of the study I believe should rest with me in consultation with my advisor.  

Data matrixes, field notes, and all other data will be kept on file for one year 

following the acceptance of the study by the appropriate committees and officials of 

Temple University, after which the data will be shredded and discarded.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 
 

Purpose 
 
 The purpose of the study was to examine the mayoral takeover of the Harrisburg 

School District with respect to its effect on the attitudes and perceptions of its 

administrators. Within the context of a social-psychological theoretical framework, the 

investigator designed a mixed method of data collection. The first phase involved the 

collection of responses to a survey of eighteen clear and unambiguous questions sent to a 

selected group of administrators in the Harrisburg School District. The questions and 

answers collectively addressed the basic research questions (stress; job satisfaction; 

turbulence; public confidence) and the answers were analyzed using quantitative 

methods; the second, and dominant phase of the study, involved thirteen interviews. Six 

candidates were randomly selected from among the twenty-five administrators who 

responded to the questionnaire, and seven additional individuals were selected who 

represented various stakeholder groups in the district. 

The Pre-Interview Survey 

 I sent out the pre-interview survey (see Appendix A) in two waves. On August 29, 

2008, I mailed 42 surveys (together with a covering letter including an exhortation from 

Dr. Kohn, Superintendent of the Harrisburg School District, encouraging his 

administrators to participate) along with a stamped self-addressed return envelop for the 

respondents to use in sending back the completed survey, consisting of 18 multiple 

choice, unambiguous questions in plain English that would take them no longer than ten 
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minutes to complete. Another 20 surveys were sent out on September 3, 2008, for a grand 

total of 62 surveys to my target audience of selected administrators.  

By September 17, exactly two weeks after the second wave of surveys went out, I 

had received twenty-five completed surveys for a total return percentage of 

approximately 40 percent.  Of the twenty-five responses, twenty (out of a possible 34) 

were returned by administrators at the central office, a response rate from this group of 

approximately fifty-nine percent. The remaining five responses came from building 

administrators, out of a possible 28, for a response rate from this group of eighteen 

percent.  

 The mailing coincided with the opening of schools, which may account for the 

response rate of the building administrators. On September 15, Evangelene Kimber, the 

highly respected principal of Harrisburg High School, died, after falling gravely ill on 

September 12. The shock of her sudden death may have influenced the response rate of 

this group as well.  

In the event, I found it necessary, in order to stay on track with the interview 

phase of the study, to declare September 17 as the arbitrary cut-off date for the receipt of 

survey responses (see Appendix A for pre-interview survey) and as of that date to begin 

analyzing the resultant data from the 25 responses I had in hand. I began with a gross 

analysis of the responses question by question (see Appendix B for data by question).  

Subsequently, the interviews with the stakeholders were undertaken, followed by 

the interviews with administrators.  In this chapter, however, I report the findings of the 

administrator interviews before that of the stakeholder interviews in the belief that the 

comparative findings stand out in clearer relief that way. 
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Research Question #1: How do administrators in the selected group perceive the takeover 

has affected their stress levels? 

The findings of the pre-interview survey 

Fourteen of the twenty-five respondents reported that their energy and enthusiasm 

for their job was higher today than when they started, or a fifty-six percent response rate. 

Seven respondents said their energy and enthusiasm for the job amounted to about the 

same today as when they started, or twenty-eight percent of the respondents. One 

respondent reported experiencing less energy and enthusiasm for the job, and three 

respondents reported that they were nearing burn-out.  

Eleven central office respondents reported higher energy today than when they 

started, or a rate of forty-four percent. Five of twenty central office respondents reported 

that their energy was about the same as when they started, or a twenty-five percent rate. 

Taken together, eighty percent of central office administrators said their energy and 

enthusiasm for their work was higher, or the same today as when they began. All three 

cases of approaching burn-out, and the one respondent who reported lower energy and 

enthusiasm were from central office respondents, accounting for the other twenty percent 

of respondents in this sub-group. Of the five respondents in the buildings sub-group, one 

hundred percent reported that their energy and enthusiasm for their jobs were higher 

today, or the same as when they started. 

 Fourteen of twenty-five respondents reported “tolerable” job-related stress levels, 

or fifty-six percent of respondents. Note that this percentage correlates exactly with the 

percentage of respondents who reported higher levels of energy and enthusiasm for their 

jobs now than when they started, as reported above. Forty percent of respondents 
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reported “high” stress levels, or ten of the total respondents. What their definitions of 

“tolerable” or “high,” are, or whether they perceive these stress levels to be “good” or 

“bad,” are issues that will be explored below in the interview phase of the study, but the 

correlation between “higher energy and enthusiasm” and “tolerable” levels of stress 

suggest at the outset that these respondents are managing their stress levels successfully, 

regardless of whether they rate them “good” or “bad.”  

Eleven central office respondents reported experiencing “tolerable” levels of 

stress, or fifty-five percent; forty percent, or eight of their colleagues reported 

experiencing “high” levels of stress; one colleague reported experiencing “intolerable” 

levels of stress. Three building administrators reported “tolerable” levels of stress; two 

reported experiencing “high” levels of job-related stress, resulting in about the same 

percentages for these categories as their colleagues at central office, although the 

percentage reporting in this sub-group was much lower and might possibly be of 

questionable validity. This reporting sub-group also exhibits exact number and 

percentage correlations between their perceptions of stress levels and their energy and 

enthusiasm for their jobs today compared to when they started. Three report “tolerable” 

levels of stress, and the same three respondents report higher energy and enthusiasm for 

their jobs than when they started; two say they are experiencing high levels of stress, but 

rate their energy and enthusiasm for the job “about the same” as when they started. 

Overall, twenty-four of twenty-five respondents reported experiencing stress 

levels as “high,” or “tolerable.” No one reported experiencing “very little” stress.  

 Twenty of twenty-five respondents, or eighty percent of respondents, reported 

taking vacation time in the last year. The survey did not attempt to establish how the 
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respondents defined “vacation time,” whether in the form of long weekends, or longer 

periods of days away from work. One respondent reported taking vacation time in the last 

two years. Four respondents checked “other” as their response, which this researcher 

takes to mean that they have not taken any vacation time in at least the last two years, and 

perhaps considerably longer. Of these four, one reported higher levels energy and 

enthusiasm for the job today than when the respondent started work; one reported levels 

about the same as when the respondent started; and two said they were approaching burn-

out. The sample for this group is perhaps too small to draw any conclusions from these 

correlations, although research suggests that administrators who take long weekends and 

regular vacations report less burn-out and generally higher energy and enthusiasm levels 

for their jobs than those who do not. All four of the non-vacation takers work at central 

office, but numerically or statistically, the data does not reveal any organizational-wide 

cultural bias against employees taking vacation time.  

  Among building respondents, four out of five reported taking vacation time in the 

last year, and the other respondent reported taking vacation time in the last two years. 

Everyone in this sub-group reported energy and enthusiasm levels as about the same 

today as when they started the job, or higher (three out of five), which correlates nicely to 

their reports about vacation time.  

Despite the limited data available from this sub-group, the data collected in this 

phase of the study possibly suggests some positive relationship between energy and 

enthusiasm levels and vacation time, and will be explored further in the interview phase 

of the study.  
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 Existing research suggests some correlation between high stress and burn-out 

levels reported by employees and the number of sick days the affected employees take. 

Some research also suggests a correlation between high stress levels and the number of 

illnesses requiring medical attention that employees report, although this latter may be a 

function of an organization’s personnel policies (that is, some organizations may require 

a doctor’s excuse for employees who report off work because of illness, or who are off 

work because of illness for a stipulated number of days for any one episode of reported 

illness) rather than any correlation between stress levels and the number of illnesses a 

selected group reports.  

 In general terms, twelve, or forty-eight percent, of the respondents reported taking 

one to three sick days in the last year; six or twenty-four percent reported taking 5 to 10 

days sick leave in the last year and two others reported more than ten days, one for a 

chronic condition and the other for maternity leave. Five, or twenty percent, reported 

taking no sick days in the last year. Of the twenty respondents in central office, nine, or 

forty-five percent, reported taking 1 to 3 days sick leave in the past year; five, or twenty-

five percent, reported taking 5-10 days, and four, or twenty percent, reported taking none. 

Three of the building respondents reported taking one to three days sick leave in the last 

year; one reported taking none, and one reported taking 5-10 days. 

 Of the ten central office administrators who reported experiencing a current level 

of stress as “tolerable,” two reported taking no sick days, three reported taking one to 

three sick days in the last year, and four reported taking 5-10 days sick days in the last 

year; the remaining respondent in this category reported taking maternity leave. Fifty 
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percent of the “tolerables” therefore reported taking no or 1-3 sick days in the last year, 

while forty percent of the “tolerables” in this sub-group reported taking 5-10 sick days. 

Three in this sub-group required no medical attention; four reported requiring one, 

one required three, one more than three, and one checked “other.” 

Of the nine central office administrators who reported high stress levels, six, or 

sixty-seven percent reported 1-3 sick days; of this group, four did not require medical 

attention for their illnesses. In this sub-set, one respondent reported taking no sick days, 

but reported more than three illnesses that required medical attention. Two respondents 

reported taking 5-10 sick days and two illnesses, respectively, that required medical 

attention. One respondent reported more than three illnesses that required medical 

attention.  

Among the building administrators, of the three that reported “tolerable” levels of 

stress, one reported no sick days in the last year, one reported 1-3 sick days, and one 5-10 

sick days. Of this sub-set two required no medical attention, and one required medical 

attention in one case. Of the two respondents in this sub-set who responded experiencing 

high levels of stress, both reported taking 1-3 sick days in the last year, and in one case 

involving FMLA. One respondent in this sub-set required medical attention on two 

occasions; the other respondent on one occasion. 

Overall, fifteen respondents,  (sixty percent of total respondents) who reported 

currently experiencing high or tolerable levels of stress either took no sick days or 1-3 

sick days in the past year. 

Of the sixteen respondents who reported their gender as female, eight reported 

experiencing stress levels that were “tolerable;” eight reported experiencing stress levels 
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currently that they characterized as “high.” Fifteen of the sixteen reported job satisfaction 

as “very high,” or “good.”  One reported that it was time to move on.  

Of the nine respondents who reported their gender as male, six reported stress 

levels as “tolerable.” Two reported “high” stress levels. One reported that he was 

experiencing “intolerable” levels of stress. 

Making allowances for the limited data, this would suggest that men in this group 

are either currently tolerating stress better than their female counterparts, or they are 

understating it. Common cultural assumptions about male behavior would suggest the 

latter. 

Seven male respondents reported good or high levels of job satisfaction, one 

reported that his job satisfaction was not good but that he was hopeful that things would 

improve, and one male respondent reported that it was time to move on. 

Of the three respondents who reported they were approaching burn-out, two were 

female and one male. 

Respondents who reported their age as 50 or more reported high stress levels in 

five out of eleven responses. Five others reported current stress levels as “tolerable.” One 

reported experiencing intolerable levels of stress. When correlated with sick days, 

another possible factor for stress, this sub-set for the most part reported none, or 1-3 sick 

days in the last year. Two respondents reported requiring 5-10 days sick leave in the last 

year. Of those two, one reported stress levels as “tolerable,” and the other as “high.”  

These respondents reported job satisfaction rates as very high or good in ten of 

eleven cases. Nine out of the eleven saw turbulence in the district as “light,” or 
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“moderate” and seven of eleven reported a perception of greater confidence on the part of 

the public in the job they were doing. 

Their colleagues under fifty reported stress levels of “tolerable” in seven of eleven 

cases, suggesting no correlation with the research for this selected group, since research 

suggests that older employees experience lower stress levels than younger ones.  

Four respondents reported current stress levels as “high.” However, this sub-set 

reported requiring the highest number of sick days in the past year. Five out of eleven 

respondents required 5-10 sick days or more; five required 1-3 sick days; one required 

none. This correlation suggests that this group may be underreporting their stress levels.  

Data provided by both sub-sets based on age suggest that the stress this group is 

experiencing could possibly be characterized as the “good” kind when compared to their 

high rates of job satisfaction and their generally high energy levels, but the level of sick 

days in the under fifty group suggests some possible underreporting and that this sub-set 

may perhaps be experiencing more stress and managing it less well than their older 

colleagues.  

The survey provided no data to suggest that perceptions of administrators about 

stress (or any of the other basic research questions for that matter) broke along different 

lines depending on the respondent’s ethnicity. Six respondents reported their ethnicity as 

African-American, one as Hispanic; the balance reported their ethnicity as white.  

 The data did provide one variant when broken out for ethnicity. Four of the six 

African-American respondents reported requiring 5-10 sick days in the past year. Three 

of the four in this group reported they had not taken vacation time in the last two years or 

more. Two of this group reported energy levels approaching burn-out, both of whom 
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reported having not taken vacation time in two years or more; four reported energy levels 

about the same or higher than when they started their jobs.  

The data is too limited to conclude much from it, except to note the correlation 

between sick days and the lack of vacation time reported by these respondents, which 

corresponds with research in chapter two suggesting that employees who take regular if 

only brief times away from the job seem to manage their stress levels better and report 

lower levels of burn-out. 

Nineteen out of twenty-five respondents (seventy-six percent) reported that 

communications in their departments or buildings was good, but not so good with others 

outside their immediate purview. Three respondents reported that people “didn’t have the 

time” to communicate. Taken together (“not so good” throughout the organization, and 

“no time” to share information) this constituted eighty-eight percent of the responses. 

Only three respondents reported good communications and interactions across the entire 

organization. 

Research (see particularly Gmelch) suggests that employees experience two kinds 

of stress: “good” and “bad” varieties. The bad kind occurs when people feel blocked, 

when the messages management is sending them are ambiguous, when goals are not 

clearly communicated, when relationships with other people and departments in the 

organization are not good, and when employees sense they are not contributing any value 

to the objectives of the organization. The good kind of stress occurs when employees feel 

pressure to achieve clearly defined goals with mutually acceptable metrics for defining 

success, when employees receive feedback that they are making progress toward these 
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goals, and when they are confident that they have the support of their colleagues and 

managers.  

 Even “good” stress has its downside because, according to research, employees in 

this category eventually exhaust their reservoirs of energy and tumble down the slippery 

slope into burn-out. The way to avoid this eventuality, again according to research, is to 

take regular breaks away from the pressures of the workplace in short, fairly frequent 

sorties away from work. Research suggests that long weekends possibly work even better 

as sources of refreshment than extended vacations (Rafferty & Griffin, 2006). As noted 

above, the respondents reported that eighty percent, or twenty out of twenty-five, had 

taken vacation time in the last year. The cumulative effect of the data in these various 

categories, together with their reports of higher or the same energy levels when they 

began their jobs, suggest that this group of administrators is taking steps to keep stress at 

manageable levels, and that their apparent success in this respect correlates with their 

reported levels of job satisfaction, as reported below. 

The findings resulting from interviews with administrators 

 This particular group of administrators expressed a deep sense of commitment to 

seeing the district succeed in its mission. Most said they experienced a lot of stress 

associated with their work. “The pressure is always on,” said one. “Good is never good 

enough,” said another. 

It was the common wisdom of this group that the superintendent and the mayor 

played major roles in keeping them “insulated” from distractions that might otherwise 

interfere with their ability to concentrate on their assignments. It seemed to be an implicit 

agreement among this group that this so-called insulation provided by mayor and the 
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superintendent from the otherwise potentially turbulent ecology in which the district must 

function was one of the principle advantages of the mayoral takeover. 

“I have never worked in such a highly political district before,” said one. The 

mayoral takeover said another, “was a godsend,” and went on to say that he protected the 

staff from the worst of the politics. 

One of the administrators was asked, “What if the mayor were not re-elected?” 

The reply: “Oh god.” 

Another said, “He’s the glue that holds everything together.” 

Said another: “It’s always a tense time for us during primary season.” 

The fact that the enabling act sunsets in 2010 seemed of much less concern to this 

group than the mayor’s continued incumbency. That is likely because they generally 

regard the mayor as an “extremely skillful politician,” and believe in his ability to 

convince the legislature to renew the enabling act, even if the legislature is not altogether 

satisfied with the progress in the district—progress which influential stakeholders, 

including legislators, for the most part associate with significantly improved PSSA 

scores. 

Nearly all of the administrators interviewed in this phase of the study believe that 

without the continued presence of the current mayor, the takeover is doomed to failure. 

No one in this group mentioned a possible successor who would bring the same 

“passionate” commitment to the enterprise as the current mayor. Instead, they imagine a 

scenario in which the new mayor appoints a new administrative team, or the district 

reverts to local control. In the case of either scenario, they believe the district would soon 

revert to its previous dysfunctional state.  
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All the administrators interviewed agree in the prevailing notion, expressed 

repeatedly in various reports by outside consultants and among themselves in-house, that 

communication in the district needs work. 

 The administrators interviewed generally believed that the communications in 

their department or building was good but not so good elsewhere in the district. One got 

the impression that the closer one was in proximity to the superintendent the more likely 

that administrator would say that communication is good. To put it another way, 

communication at central office seems less of a problem than communications between 

central office and the administrators and teaching staff out in the buildings. Generally, no 

one would disagree that communication has vastly improved in the organization since the 

takeover. Although some might speak nostalgically about the lost “autonomy” of building 

administrators that existed under the old regime and refer to central office as an 

“oligarchy,” the researcher gets the sense that few would refute that communication in 

the old days before the takeover between the central office and the buildings was more 

likely to be transient, topical, and crisis-oriented. It lacked consistency and thematic 

content.   

Before the takeover, the district had no uniform curriculum and apparently few, if 

any, programs of professional development. Instructional leadership at the building level 

was subsumed by the exigencies of day-to-day crisis management. The challenge was to 

get from day to day. Teachers were instructed to close their doors and “deal with it.” 

Nepotism was a part of the culture; this sometimes resulted in having people in jobs that 

they were unqualified to do.  
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So when this group says that communication needs improvement, it appears they 

are largely referring to relations between the buildings and central office, the need to get 

the staff trained in order to use effective teaching strategies, and to get the principals to 

assume their responsibilities as instructional leaders rather than as simply building 

managers. 

The challenge in this respect was daunting in the beginning days and years of the 

takeover. “I don’t think people realize how bad it was,” said one. Another said that early 

in the takeover the quality of the building leaders was so bad “it was frightening.” 

Another rated the teaching staff the new administration inherited as “horrible.” 

Considerable turnover among teachers has taken place since the mayoral 

takeover. The staff is now composed of about fifty percent veteran teachers and fifty 

percent of teachers relatively, if not actually, new to the profession. This is the particular 

challenge: getting all 750 teachers properly trained to carry out the programs that have 

been installed by the administration, and getting the principals up to speed in their 

capacity as instructional leaders so that they can reinforce the overall thematic intentions 

of the program and hold their teachers accountable for producing the desired results. All 

this by common agreement of those interviewed takes a considerable amount of time. It 

does, one senses, amount to a sea-change for the district. Referring to the teachers and 

their state of preparation before the takeover, one of the administrators interviewed put it 

this way: “They were dedicated and caring people who had been neglected professionally 

for at least fifteen years.” 

In this regard, one of the administrators interviewed observed that the 

administration is asking so much more of teachers than in the days before the takeover. 
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“We expect them to write very comprehensive lesson plans. We’ve introduced 

intensive professional development programs and instructional strategies that we know 

work and we expect them to use . . . it is not easy for them. We expect a lot.” 

Another said, “It’s hard being a teacher in this district.”  

That led to a question about teacher turnover. The district experienced a teacher 

turnover rate this year of nearly eighteen percent. Is that because of the pressure put on 

them by administrators? No, came the reply. It’s because after a couple of years in 

Harrisburg, the teachers are so well trained that other opportunities open up for them 

elsewhere.  

The findings resulting from interviews with stakeholders 

 Stress levels are higher now than before the takeover, according to one 

stakeholder. In the old days, it was more apathy than stress that affected both the teachers 

and the administrators. Several building level administrators have been pushed out the 

door and the reasons have not always been clear, according to this stakeholder. There is 

sufficient ambiguity in the system to make people wonder about the causes. “They don’t 

know if they’re one of the ones favored by Central Office.” 

 The district tends not to be “very supportive” of its building administrators, 

according to this source. An example: a new principal was hired with the expectation of 

being assigned to a K-6 school (this person’s particular area of expertise). The individual 

had everything lined up for this assignment including some staff orientation sessions 

when at the last minute this principal was switched to a large K-8 school. “This is not 

what I signed up for,” said the principal in apparent dismay. 
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 Another source of stress: waiting for the shoe to drop regarding the PSSA scores. 

The Patriot-News publishes side by side comparisons with other districts every year when 

they come out in July, and the wait can be “very stressful,” and the results (although 

improving) usually suffer in comparison with suburban districts in the area, and that’s not 

a pleasant feeling either. 

Another stakeholder offered the opinion that high stress levels among 

administrators had been pretty much an ongoing condition of employment in the district, 

both before and after the takeover. This particular stakeholder said the superintendent 

probably experienced stress as a result of a variety of causes: funding battles with state 

government, getting politicians and various agencies to make promises and then keep 

them.  

According to this source, the superintendent had “ a constituency of one” to 

satisfy, that is, the mayor. That occasionally puts Dr. Kohn in conflict with the mayor’s 

position on various issues, but Dr. Kohn realizes he is there to do what has to be done. 

Dr. Kohn conscientiously represents the needs of the district as he sees them, but after the 

discussions and the decisions are made, he follows through as the mayor wants him to. 

  I asked if the mayor ever listens to Dr. Kohn. The stakeholder smiled, “Maybe 

three or four times.”  

This particular stakeholder perceives that Dr. Kohn’s inner circle are free to 

express their views candidly in an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect. Dr. Kohn’s 

relationship with Julie Botel was characterized by this individual as a “professional 

marriage,” meaning that it embodied absolute trust and candor based on a long-term 

association with the usual pitfalls and triumphs along the road.  
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Sometimes, the stakeholder said, the superintendent pulls in staff on long 

involved discussions about “daily issues” when they would prefer to concentrate on their 

own area of responsibilities. Whether that added to their sense of stress was not clear. A 

kind of “a bunker mentality” exists at central office, according to this source.  

“They’re pushing for change and at half the time at war with their own staff out in 

the buildings.”  

Another stakeholder was of the opinion that while the immediate team around Dr. 

Kohn is under pressure to deliver the goods, they are a tight-knit group with a long-term 

working relationship and probably are managing stress well. Dr. Kohn has only the 

mayor to satisfy and not the usual nine-person school board to contend with. “So long as 

he satisfies the mayor, he’s golden.”  

Dr. Kohn has weathered seven years and is highly paid for his services. He and 

the mayor seem to respect each other. There is no question in this stakeholder’s mind that 

Dr. Kohn is sometimes obliged to do things that he would not do except for the fact that 

the mayor has asked him to do them. It is very clear that the mayor is in charge of the 

district and it is pretty much a one-man show, according to this stakeholder. This 

stakeholder also seemed to believe that Dr. Kohn has to clear all major decisions with the 

mayor; the mayor is in other words a one-man school board and can be arbitrary at times. 

For example, the mayor contracted Abraxa for security services without consulting Dr. 

Kohn at just about the time Dr. Kohn came on board. Dr. Kohn would likely have wanted 

to try another approach that was less heavy-handed.  

I asked the stakeholder if the people who castigate Dr. Kohn and the Board of 

Control at meetings (Carl Singleton, Sheila Dow-Ford and others) reflect a very large 
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segment of community opinion. This source did not think so. These folks, in the view of 

this stakeholder, are motivated by agenda that have nothing to do with school 

improvement. Personal grudges may play a role, as well as political ambitions. 

Another stakeholder saw a clear distinction between stress levels at the building 

level and at central office. All the players at central office are hand-picked by Dr. Kohn 

and pretty much all are in place because they see things as he does—or if they don’t, they 

don’t express those differences. It was this stakeholder’s perception that those who speak 

out risk falling out of favor with the superintendent. Yet at the same time, he brought in 

people without regard to how they might work together. He wasn’t building a team so 

much as creating “lots of towers;” the result was a lot of infighting. Nevertheless, these 

highly-paid strong personalities were always quick to demur to the superintendent’s point 

of view.  

“He’s surrounded himself with a bunch of bobble heads.”  

According to this stakeholder, generally Dr. Kohn prefers to have people around 

him who “agree” with him—or at least nod in agreement. These agreeable yet 

contentious folks, according to this source, haven’t experienced the same levels of stress 

as the principals in the buildings. Communications from central office to the building 

administrators has historically not been good.  

Another cause of stress was, until recently, the lack of a clear plan of attack, a 

systemic approach to addressing the major academic challenges facing the district. In the 

past, too many programs were introduced, too many consultants were involved, so that 

administrators had trouble figuring out what was expected of them. Central Office failed 

to create “a sense of urgency” about getting PASSA scores up. Too many programs, too 
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much ambiguity, and too little communication down the line all contributed to this 

situation. Building administrators read Dr. Kohn’s take on test scores in the local paper 

and believed the spin he put on the numbers as representing substantial progress when 

really what he was manufacturing was public relations designed for community 

consumption. Since communications down the line did nothing to correct this perception 

internally, administrators were led to assume that progress in this area was sufficient.  

Ambiguity and lack of clear communications have in the past distorted 

perceptions inside the organization, according to this source, although an administrative 

“retreat” in August, 2008, got “high grades” from staff and may signal a new emphasis 

on internal communications on the part of the superintendent.  

Another stakeholder described working conditions before the takeover in these 

words:  “Just when you thought things couldn’t get any worse, they did.”  

There was a sense of free-fall in those days. (The Patriot-News, the local 

newspaper of record, has recounted the District’s history of nepotism and corruption.) 

Planning was done on the fly, if at. It was hard to figure out who was in charge of what. 

School board members sometimes made on the spot administrative decisions. For 

example, one of the buildings was without heat one winter’s day, and a school board 

member made a unilateral decision to send the kids home without consulting the building 

principal.  

When the mayoral takeover was announced, administrators were naturally 

concerned about the impact it would have on their job security. They experienced the 

usual apprehensions that accompany the unknown. But generally among staff there was 

an air of hope, and an expectation that the takeover would make things better.  
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Under the new regime, according to the perceptions of this source, stress levels 

among administrators was probably no less than before the takeover, but the difference 

was that people felt better because they had a sense that things were being accomplished. 

The focus was on balanced literacy and everybody knew what the game plan was. Pre-

school for three and four year olds was introduced and produced an effective 

collaboration among many different stakeholders (the Kellogg Foundation, Head Start, 

for example) and generated a good deal of financing for running the program.  

“The challenges were daunting, but everyone felt inspired.”  

About two years into the new regime, morale among administrators began to slip, 

according to this source. Politicians like Jeff Piccolo and Ron Buxton were being 

solicited to use their influence to secure more funding for the district; in turn, there were 

the usual political trade-offs. People began to vie for their share of limited funds. When 

standardized test scores of students remained low, stakeholders including the politicians 

began to grow increasingly impatient. The interviewer concluded that the “good stress” 

that accompanies high morale began to dissipate the more diffuse the goals became and 

the more players (politicians, consultants, distinguished educators) became involved.  

This stakeholder said that the trade-off for getting the politicians more involved in 

the district that at first resulted in more funding and support on Capitol Hill began to 

display a downside as politicians expressed their disappointment in the media at 

persistently low student standardized test scores, and as politicians began to publicly 

criticize the administration’s performance in regard to planning, budgeting, and results 

generally. These attacks in the press and other public media lowered the morale of 
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administrators at the building level, if not elsewhere, and it put more pressure on them 

from central office, resulting in more stress of the negative variety.  

Research Question #2: How has the takeover affected the job satisfaction of this selected 

group of administrators? 

The findings of the pre-interview survey 

Twenty-two (eighty-eight percent) out of twenty-five respondents rated their job 

satisfaction as “good” or “very high.” Two respondents reported that it was “time to 

move on.” One respondent reported, “not good, but hopeful things will improve.” 

 These job satisfaction rates prove interesting when compared to reported levels of 

stress by this selected group. In that category, twenty-four of twenty-five respondents 

reported current stress levels as “high” or “tolerable.” 

 Of the six respondents who reported eight years of service or more in the district, 

who therefore can be described as veterans of the old turf wars and survivors of the 

mayor takeover, all reported very high or good rates of job satisfaction. All of the 

respondents in this sub-set reported that they would recommend the district as a place of 

employment to other administrators. All of them reported energy levels as higher, or as 

high, as when they started working in the district.  

 The sixteen respondents who reported seven or less years of service in the district, 

and who therefore have never worked in the district except under conditions that may or 

may not be associated with the mayoral takeover, thirteen reported rates of very high or 

good job satisfaction. Two respondents reported that it was “time to move on,” and one 

reported that job satisfaction was “not good, but hopeful.”  
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 Twenty-three (ninety-two percent) of twenty-five respondents reported that they 

would either recommend or might consider recommending the Harrisburg School District 

as a place of employment to other administrators. This compared well with the reported 

job satisfaction rates of the selected group. Again, within the limits of the data collected 

on the surveys, length of service seemed to influence this finding very little. 

 Respondents who were fifty years old or older reported job satisfaction rates as 

very high or good in ten of eleven cases. Nine of eleven respondents under fifty reported 

good or very high levels of job satisfaction.  

As mentioned earlier, the data provided by both sub-sets based on age suggest that 

the stress this group is experiencing as it correlates to job satisfaction could possibly be 

characterized as the “good” kind when compared to their high rates of job satisfaction 

and their generally high energy levels, but the level of sick days in the under fifty group 

suggests some possible underreporting and that this sub-set may perhaps be experiencing 

more stress and managing it less well than their older colleagues, even though at this 

point it has not affected in any appreciable measure their levels of job satisfaction. 

The findings resulting from interviews with administrators 

While nearly all felt they are working under highly stressful conditions, all of 

them reported their job satisfaction as either “good” or “very high,” on their survey 

returns. In a not untypical reaction, one of the administrators during the interview said, “I 

love my job.” Another administrator expressed admiration for “the phenomenal work 

ethic” of her colleagues. 

The associations between job satisfaction and stress seem to correlate well with 

research documented in the reference section of this study concerning stress (especially 
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see the work of Gmelch and Swent). The administrators interviewed for this study 

certainly indicated no signs of apathy or that they were approaching burn-out. All of them 

reported in the survey phase of the study that they were experiencing either higher levels, 

or the same levels, of energy as when they first began their jobs. 

Generally, the group exhibited a sense of confidence in their performance and 

their role in the organization. One of the administrators summarized this well: “I feel like 

a very valued contributor to the district.” Another said, “They (presumably meaning the 

upper echelons of management) support you—and they build from within.” 

The findings resulting from interviews with stakeholders 

One of the stakeholders did not perceive a lot of job satisfaction among 

administrators—or teachers for that matter. Earlier in the interview this source had 

declared the staff was like hamsters on a wheel going nowhere. This source repeated the 

hamster metaphor in connection to the question of job satisfaction. Administrators (I got 

the sense the stakeholder meant building administrators) experienced no sense of real 

accomplishment. The views of the long-term professionals in the district are “not 

respected.” I asked if in this stakeholder’s  view whether the superintendent is a good 

listener. “Not at all,” was the answer. The deputy superintendent? “Yes.” So far as the 

atmosphere of agreement among administrators goes, it is “superficial.”  

Another stakeholder couldn’t speak to the question as it affects building level 

administrators but sensed that at central office job satisfaction is good. This source rated 

the superintendent and assistant superintendent’s job satisfaction as “very high.” “They 

are very committed to the district and the students.”  
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Would administrators characterize Harrisburg as a good place to work? Yes, was 

the answer. The administrators are happy in their work and find it very rewarding. Would 

they seek employment elsewhere? Not unless turbulence morphed from “severe” (as this 

source characterized it) to “extreme.” They are “well-compensated for Pennsylvania,” 

which helps to keep them here as well.      

What kind of a job they are doing?  

“Good,” came the answer. The next order of business, though, is putting some 

systems in place (institutionalizing good practices) that will outlast the current 

administration.  

Shouldn’t they have done that before this?  

The answer: the first priority was to do some of the “visible things.” Dealing with 

issues of safety, for example, and repairing or replacing facilities. The issue of simple 

discipline, for example, is one of the changes in culture that took a long time to install. 

There are still some lingering difficulties even at this elementary level for creating a 

climate that makes student learning possible. The superintendent has not always had the 

right people at the building level (many of whom he inherited) to carry out even this basic 

but tough assignment.  

 Another stakeholder expressed the view that the organizational culture and 

climate have improved under the mayoral takeover. In the beginning, the community at 

large felt good about the takeover but conditions have become more political of late. 

These conditions, this source, may have colored to some degree the administrators’ sense 

of satisfaction.  
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The tight circle around Kohn, and Kohn himself, seem quite satisfied with the 

performance they’re turning in. He and they are well paid, but it’s not about the money, 

in this stakeholder’s opinion.  

“Jerry works what?—eighteen, twenty hour days? He and his team feel passionate 

about what they’re doing.”  

Would some entertain taking jobs elsewhere? This stakeholder supposed they 

would if the conditions were right, but doesn’t really consider it a factor as a 

measurement of their job satisfaction. The Kohn team is under a lot of pressure, but in the 

opinion of this particular stakeholder they are doing “exceptionally well.”  

Morale among the immediate team around the superintendent is likely high, in the 

opinion of this source, but the source was less certain whether this applied to the building 

administrators.  

Yet another stakeholder held the perception that the last two years have seen 

considerable improvement in job satisfaction on the part of administrators. They would, 

said this source, generally characterize Harrisburg School District as a good place to 

work, and likely encourage colleagues outside the district to seek employment. Most 

remnants of the old regime that preferred chaos to accountability have departed. Many 

are passionate believers in the work they’re doing and see it as “their mission in life.” 

There is a high level of excitement among these people. In the buildings, on the part of 

administrators, there is a clear transition away from an emphasis on discipline to 

instructional leadership. 

Looking at job satisfaction historically, this source believed the initial effect of 

the takeover had a positive effect on job satisfaction, but further into new regime, job 
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satisfaction began to suffer among administrators as various departments competed for 

limited resources and goals began to blur. Some began to question the effectiveness of 

balanced literacy when it didn’t produce immediate results. What about math? Some 

asked. That was also an area of keen interest when it came to measuring student 

performance on standardized tests. Did it make sense to throw a large measure of 

available resources into balanced literacy while “starving” the math component?  

Competition between individuals for resources created intramural rivalries; as a 

result, reported another source, little collegiality existed among the ten building 

principals and their assistants. The group, this source speculated, might have benefited 

from occasional meetings together to talk over common problems and possibly present a 

common front on issues of mutual importance to the higher ups at central office, but that 

never happened. Sub-cliques developed, sometimes based on geographic propinquity, but 

generally the group had no vision that bound them together. Competition for attention 

and resources had damaged the possibility for creating mutual trust. Favoritism became 

apparent; some administrators seemed to have the ear of the higher-ups; others did not.  

Decisions and communications flowed downward, but had a hard time traveling 

uphill, according to this stakeholder. The less input that administrators on the front lines 

felt they had with regard to decisions affecting their jobs, the less job satisfaction and job 

security they felt. 

Research Question #3: Has the takeover in the opinion of this selected group of 

administrators increased or decreased the level of turbulence in the district? 
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The findings of the pre-interview survey 

Twenty-two of twenty-five respondents (eighty-eight percent) reported 

“moderate” or “light” turbulence in the district, now in its eighth year of the mayoral 

takeover. Two reported “severe” turbulence; one respondent reported “extreme” 

turbulence threatening the existence of the organization. 

Eighteen of twenty respondents at central office reported moderate or light 

turbulence in the district today, one reported severe turbulence, and one reported it as 

extreme. Four out five building respondents reported light or moderate turbulence in the 

district, and one respondent reported severe turbulence.  

Of the twenty-five respondents, thirteen (fifty-two percent) reported that they 

thought change in the district was positive, but moving too slowly. Ten respondents 

(forty percent) reported they thought the rate of change in the district was occurring at the 

right speed. Of the ten who thought so, eight of the respondents (eighty percent) work at 

central office. Eleven of the respondents who reported that change in the district was 

moving too slowly work at central office, which means that, within the limits of the data 

collected in the survey, those who think that change is occurring too slowly in the district 

are in the majority at the central office. In the case of building administrators, two report 

that change is moving too slowly, two report that change is moving at the right speed, and 

one respondent reports that change is moving too fast. 

The data produced no clear correlation between those respondents who reported 

high levels of stress and their perception of the rate of change in the district. Of the nine 

respondents who reported high or intolerable levels of stress, four thought the rate of 
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change was too slow, four thought it was moving at the right speed, and one thought the 

rate of change was producing more confusion and chaos (turbulence) than progress. 

When asked if they thought that relationships among staff had generally improved 

as time has passed, twenty out of twenty-five respondents (eighty percent) reported “yes, 

definitely.” Four reported, “no,” relationships had not improved, and one respondent did 

not reply.  

The findings resulting from interviews with administrators 

Nearly all of the administrators interviewed believe that turbulence in the district 

has subsided significantly since the mayoral takeover. 

 Administrators were again queried about their views on the level of turbulence in 

the system in this phase of the study because research cited in this study suggests that 

change even for the good, if introduced too rapidly or improperly can cause turbulence 

and have a debilitating effect on the morale of employees and their commitment to 

organizational goals. Turbulence can introduce inconsistency, ambiguity and confusion 

into the system. High levels clog channels of communication and can take the 

organization off-line with regard to its mission. 

 Nepotism and corruption are potential sources of organizational turbulence. 

Ecological or boundary spanning sources of turbulence such as bad press, an 

organization’s vulnerability to the rules and regulations of other agencies, political 

influence, dependency on outside sources of funding all have the potential for introducing 

considerable levels of turbulence into the organization and locking up its systems—and 

all or some of these sources of turbulence were present in the Harrisburg School District 

in varying degrees before and during the early days of the takeover, according to the 
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administrators and stakeholders interviewed for the study and confirmed by various 

documents collected during the research phase of the study. 

Some of the administrators interviewed in this phase of the study felt that 

turbulence levels in the district relate to some extent to the city’s election cycles, while 

others had the perception that local politics have had a less roiling effect on the district in 

recent years because allies of the mayor are now on the elected school board. The elected 

board, as recounted in chapters one and two, had bitterly opposed the takeover and took 

their fight to the courts. The court struggle had various manifestations as outlined in 

chapter one; it was prolonged, and much of it was played out in the newspaper and other 

media.   

 Although this group perceives political factions still exist in the city that in the 

words of one administrator, “would like to get rid of the mayor and the superintendent,” 

most of the administrators interviewed for this study regarded these factions currently as 

low-grade atmospheric disturbances and a normal part of the district’s political weather. 

At this point in the takeover, most of the administrators interviewed do not see 

environmental turbulence as an impediment to achieving their organizational goals or as 

acting as an obstruction to achieving the district’s overall mission. For the most part, they 

also view any in-house levels of turbulence as “moderate,” but contingent on forces 

outside of their control. 

 One administrator noted that “sometimes things happen for political reasons,’ 

referring to some hiring decisions, for example, but went on to say that, “I can give in on 

some of these small things” for the greater good involved.  
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Decisions of this kind were also noted in the some of the peripheral interviews, 

but the overall impression in both groups is that decisions of this nature occur out of 

necessity and don’t constitute a serious problem. They are a blip on the radar screen, not 

indications of major disturbances in the organization’s climatological system.  

 That turbulence had subsided significantly was the commonly held view of the 

administrators interviewed in this phase of the study, except for one who thought the 

changes introduced under the mayoral regime had produced severe disruptions in the 

organization with widespread cultural implications for the community. 

 Some allowed that turbulence “fluctuates,” depending on the budget cycle and the 

publication of PSSA scores in the local newspaper. Last year the superintendent’s attempt 

to put a good face on what were generally perceived to be unacceptably low scores met 

with a firestorm of criticism; improvement this year in the test scores of third graders, 

interpreted by administrators as the first fruits of the district’s pre-K initiatives, drew 

praise from the media and made for a much less unsettling test score season for the 

administration. A recent report (July, 2008) from the Penn Center for Educational 

Leadership at the University of Pennsylvania entitled, “A Snapshot of Implementation 

Progress,” has in the words of one administrator “given us some breathing room.” The 

administrator summed up the report as saying, “you’re making progress; keep doing what 

you’re doing.” 

 The report, according to some views expressed in the interviews, apparently 

placated some of the district’s legislative critics to some extent. Administrators with this 

view seem to share the perception that any attenuation of legislative support with its 

potential for reductions in financial support would lesson the administration’s chances for 
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succeeding in its mission. This perceived sense of improvement in their relations with the 

legislature has had a reassuring organizational effect to some degree.   

 Again the mayor’s name was frequently invoked when the subject of turbulence 

was discussed with these interviewees. (“He’s the glue . . . He insulates us from the worst 

of the politics.”) 

 Added one administrator, contemplating the possible effect that a new mayor or 

superintendent would have on the district, “They could rip it apart. If either left, we’d be 

vulnerable.” 

 Apart from the negative repercussions that result when low PSSA scores are 

posted and the potential for fallout it causes among the district’s various constituencies, 

this group saw the unpredictability of funding as a source of turbulence in the district. 

One administrator described it as having, “a rubber band effect. [The lack of money to 

fund programs consistently from year to year] . . . puts us right back where we started.” 

 Said another, “We’ve got to do something about funding urban schools.” 

The findings resulting from interviews with stakeholders 

The takeover resulted in a stronger sense of organization in the district, said one 

of the stakeholders. The facilities and buildings are greatly improved. Safety in the 

buildings is longer an issue for staff or the students. The changes in staff have introduced 

a higher level of professionalism. Compared with some of the suburban school districts, 

however, in the view of this source, Harrisburg’s modus operandi is makeshift and 

improvisational.  

Before the takeover turmoil in the district was high because of the breakdown of 

some very basic services. Now the nature of turmoil has shifted. The “simple stuff,” like 
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accounting, security, inventory, facility maintenance, etc., is under control. What is 

raising the level of turmoil now has more to do with the politics, interdepartment rivalries 

for resources, a sense that goals have become blurred in an attempt to appease various 

power centers, the contending demands of NCLB, PDE expectations, and other top-down 

policy pressures that limit the district’s responses and maneuverability. 

 Another stakeholder described the level of turbulence in the district (somewhere 

between moderate and severe) as largely “self-inflicted.” The lack of a clear plan of 

action until recently, in this individual’s view, caused considerable organizational 

turbulence. Contributing to this roiling effect was Dr. Kohn’s attempt to put pressure on 

the legislature by budgeting funds that were not earmarked or reliable sources of revenue, 

which in turn led to budgeting short-falls which he then attempted to blame on the 

legislature. This attempt at political leverage did not and does not go over well with the 

powers that be on Capitol Hill. This source speculated that Dr. Kohn deteriorating 

relations with the legislature has put his job in jeopardy unless he can deliver higher test 

scores in very short order.  

Money in the district, according to this stakeholder, is not the issue, although Dr. 

Kohn has repeatedly made it appear as though it is in the press and has attempted to lay 

any budgetary shortfalls on the doorstep of the politicians. This stakeholder said that the 

superintendent’s political gaming was disruptive and a bad use of his limited political 

capital. Again this stakeholder asserted that there is plenty of money available to the 

district; it is just not always allocated wisely.  

Yet despite these concerns, this stakeholder said that Dr. Kohn’s performance far 

outstrips that of the other superintendents in the district’s troubled and chaotic past. There 
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are many positives that can be cited under the Kohn regime. Financial management, at 

one time in a state of near chaos and a near travesty, is now a largely orderly process with 

appropriate checks and balances in place.  The bricks and mortar aspect of the district is 

now in good condition after years of neglect; early childhood intervention has had a 

tremendous impact. The schools are safe; the kids are getting properly fed and clothed in 

so far as it is in the district’s power to do so.  

Although “academic safety,” (the sense on the part of students that it is all right to 

like academics and get good grades) has not yet been universally accepted, no one can 

argue that considerable progress isn’t apparent. This source also said (see above for 

another stakeholder’s comment along the same lines) that compared to nearby suburban 

districts, Harrisburg has a long way to go in terms of its standard practices 

Another stakeholder definitely sees less turbulence in the system today compared 

to the days before the takeover. The source cited some examples of practices and 

episodes that contributed to high levels of turbulence before the takeover. The cops were 

summoned to the middle school something like 220 times in one school year. Corruption 

was common practice. Political patronage was out of hand. The elected board handed out 

jobs to people based on political favors rather than whether they were qualified. One of 

the former superintendents couldn’t even say for sure how many students were enrolled 

at the high school; he came up with a list that included some names of “kids” who were 

twenty-six and twenty-seven years old, apart from being off in his count by 500 students.  

Today, this source said, there is much more order and stability and accountability 

in the district. Although inevitably there is still some political patronage in the system, it 

doesn’t seem out of hand and people for the most part are qualified for the jobs they hold.  
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 There is little evidence, according to this stakeholder, that good practices have 

been “institutionalized” at this point. So much of the progress seems dependent on 

whether the mayor stays or goes. This stakeholder would not at this point invest the same 

level of confidence in any other mayor the voters could conjure. This source suspects that 

a new mayor would get rid of the top layer of administration (at the very least) and that 

likely the district would begin to slide back into the abyss again.  

The current mayor, in short, is a special kind of politician and community leader. 

If he disappears from the scene, it is hard to tell what the consequences will be, but 

should this happen this particular stakeholder is not optimistic about the outcome for the 

schools.  

Has Dr. Kohn’s approach to budgeting “soft money” created much organizational 

turbulence? This stakeholder’s sense of it is that Dr. Kohn’s approach is orchestrated by 

the mayor.  

“Jerry is doing exactly what the mayor wants.” The fact that the mayor didn’t 

want to raise taxes for obvious political reasons has put extra pressure on administration 

to come up with the money to fund all its initiatives, which may contribute a roiling 

effect that the annual budget process may have on organizational turbulence. 

After carefully examining the Gross Turbulence Gauge, this stakeholder rated 

turbulence in the district as “severe.” The administration in the words of the gauge, 

“feared for the entire enterprise.” Boundary-spanning forces have played a major part in 

creating this atmosphere in the district.  

This stakeholder noted that Dr. Kohn and the mayor had introduced a level of 

stability in the district not seen in decades. Prior to the takeover, superintendents seemed 
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to come and go with the seasons. Under the takeover, Dr. Kohn has been superintendent 

now going into his eighth year.  

With respect to the district’s future prospects in the area of turbulence, this 

stakeholder said if the current mayor leaves, then turbulence is bound to increase. Any 

new mayor would want his own superintendent in place. Dr. Kohn is identified with the 

current mayor and likely would not survive a change in city hall.  

  Another stakeholder interviewed said the turbulence in the district fluctuates 

between “moderate” and “severe.” One cause of stress and turbulence is Central Office’s 

proclivity to overstate sources of funding in the annual budget. A good portion of the 

budget depends on “soft money,” grants and other limited or unpredictable sources of 

revenue which in turn leaves many people up in the air. Will the money be there? What 

will happen to their jobs if it is not? Even now (the interview was conducted in 

September of 2008), these questions still loom over the district, leaving the situation for 

some programs and persons unresolved.  

“He has no idea the level of turbulence and stress he causes by playing these 

budget games,” said this individual. 

  Building administrators experience a lot of frustration. “They feel like hamsters in 

on a wheel going nowhere.” The pace of change is too fast; the instructional coaches are 

stretched too thin, and in any event many leave after a few years in search of better 

opportunities.  

Central Administration “is extremely stressed,” in this stakeholder’s estimation, 

which adds to the turmoil. The Secretary of Education has come down hard on Dr. Kohn 

to get the PASSA scores up or else. (This led to a full court press to prep and pre-test 
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third graders in advance of the latest tests, and reading scores among these students 

jumped fourteen percent. This boost may have saved Dr. Kohn’s job. At any rate, 

according to this source, the results may have created some “breathing room” for Kohn.)  

One of the mayor’s traits, said this source, is that he is never wrong. To abandon 

Dr. Kohn would be admitting he’d made a mistake. On the other hand, if push comes to 

shove, the mayor will find a way to throw Kohn overboard without getting any mud on 

himself. Dr. Kohn’s “downfall,” if it comes to that, will be test scores that don’t go up 

fast enough to satisfy PDE. 

Research Question #4: What do the administrators in this selected group believe is the 

current level of confidence the public has in the job they are doing? 

The findings of the pre-interview survey 

Fourteen of twenty-five respondents (fifty-six percent) reported their perception 

that students, parents and the community take greater pride in the schools today than they 

did a year ago. Nine (thirty-six percent) reported that the community’s level of pride in 

the schools was about the same as it was a year ago. One reported, “No, we’re losing 

ground with them,” and one respondent did not reply to this question. 

Ten (fifty percent) central office respondents reported “yes,” nine reported “about 

the same,” and one reported “no.” By contrast, the four (out of five) building 

administrators who responded to this question reported that the students, parents, and 

community take greater pride in their schools today than they did a year ago.  

 Twelve of twenty-five respondents (forty-eight percent) or slightly less than half 

of the group reported their perception that the community’s trust in the administration 
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was greater now than a year ago. Slightly more than half reported it was the same or less 

than it was a year ago.  

Slightly more than half (51 percent) of central office respondents reported that the 

community had about the same or less trust in administration today compared to a year 

ago. Three of the five building respondents reported greater community trust in the 

administration today compared to a year ago.  

The findings resulting from interviews with administrators 

Nearly all of the administrators interviewed believe that public confidence in the 

job they are doing has either increased in the last year or remained the same. 

 “At worst, parents are not unhappy,” said one administrator, while allowing that 

politicians and the media have been critical of the district’s rate of progress. 

  Interviews in this phase of the study as well as interviews with those in the 

peripheral phase of the study generally correlate in their view that public confidence in 

the schools differs depending on the constituency involved. According to some in this 

group parents are not particularly engaged in the debate about test scores, or whether the 

mayoral takeover is producing good academic results, whereas community leaders and 

PDE, for example, might take a contrasting view. Politicians and the media have been 

critical of the district’s rate of progress; according to Wong and Shen, there is a direct 

correlation between student performance on standardized tests and public confidence. 

 The community served by the district is largely low income and African-

American and Hispanic. The interviews revealed certain assumptions this selected group 

of subjects has concerning the clientele they serve. One administrator said if the 

administrator could do one thing to make the district better, it would be “to get the 
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parents to honor education.” The administrator went on to suggest that culture and 

conditions on the ground play a role in how readily parents and caregivers buy into the 

system of values on display at their neighborhood schools. Some of those interviewed 

related anecdotes about the sometimes desperate plight of some of the students and 

families served by the district.  

“On any given day,” said one, “fifteen percent of our students are homeless.” 

Another cited pregnancy rates among female students and said, “We have 

grandmothers who are barely out of their twenties.” 

The thrust of many of these stories is that day-to-day survival takes up a great 

deal more of the consciousness of the grassroots constituency rather than spending much 

time thinking about what is going on in the schools.  

One of the administrators felt that parents were becoming more engaged and 

mentioned that some of the schools are forming PTAs, apparently a new phenomenon in 

Harrisburg. The same administrator allowed that many parents “are still on the fence” 

about the takeover. Some of this, the administrator speculated, is probably the residual 

effect of their own unhappy experiences in the system when they were students.  

Nevertheless the administrator saw indications that the parents’ trust in the 

schools is growing. This is in contrast to the perceptions of another administrator who 

said that the public’s confidence in the administration is less today than it was a year ago 

and that the takeover wasn’t working. Although the administrator partially attributed 

these views to “taxpayer impatience,” and “local politics,” the opinions offered by this 

individual were generally less sanguine than those of the other administrators. 
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Another administrator yearned for more role models for students, noting that the 

most successful students don’t return to Harrisburg after college and went on to say that 

many families in the community are skeptical about the advantages of sending their 

children off to college.  

“It’s all about relationships,” this administrator said, explaining that poverty 

creates conditions for mutual dependence. Sending children away to school may very 

well pose a threat to that carefully constructed web of mutual dependency. 

One administrator was asked what the reaction of administrators was when they 

read in the newspaper that the district was “the worst in the state.” 

The answer:  “It’s unfair. It’s demoralizing.” 

Another administrator said in defense of the test scores and the slow rate of 

progress perceived by some, “We had to invent a school district.” 

“People don’t realize what a hard job it’s been,” said another. 

One administrator sensed a higher level of public confidence in the mayoral 

takeover five years ago.  

“There was not so much negativity then, “this administrator said, citing the media 

attention given to the annual budget, the low test scores, and the widely reported 

acrimonious confrontations that have sometimes occurred between disgruntled members 

of the public and the Board of Control during the public sessions of the Board’s meetings.  

 Despite the district’s continued low test scores and the periodic outbreak of 

impatience at what they regard as the slow pace of progress expressed by the media and 

various stakeholders, nearly all the administrators interviewed believe that change in the 

district was moving at the right pace. 
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 At least one administrator suggested that some in the organization still hankered 

for a return of the old days before the takeover, when people were held less accountable 

for their performance and were under no pressure to achieve an explicit set of goals. 

Some were more comfortable, presumably, that is they experienced less stress, in an 

environment in which their behavior was subject to less scrutiny and review—the lost 

“autonomy” mentioned by one of the administrators. But for the most part this group 

thought that the rate of change in the organization was about all it could handle at the 

present time. 

“Obviously,” said one, “we’d like to see faster results.” 

 At the same time these administrators were quick to point out the challenges they 

have faced in attempting to resuscitate a district, which they would contend was 

moribund when they inherited it. They related stories about $50,000 a year maintenance 

people who refused to take orders from building administrators (“You ain’t my boss”) 

and contracts that were awarded to a friend of a school board member before the takeover 

to paint a school that was scheduled for demolition, and how in the bad old days 

employees used to line up outside the business manager’s office to get their paychecks 

revised upward, claiming entitlement for additional pay without presenting any 

documentation to substantiate the claim, and how the district owed 2.8 million dollars in 

unfiled withholding taxes at the time of the takeover. 

One of the administrators characterized the first year on the job as sheer “hell,” 

and another administrator observed that the professional development of the teaching 

staff “had been neglected for the past fifteen years.” 
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 Whether these stories are factual in all their details is beside the point. They form 

an important part of the fabric of belief and conviction particularly among the circle of 

administrators who are closest to the superintendent. The narrative by implication 

anticipates their eventual triumph, and it doubtless helps to inspire them and keep them 

going. 

 While others—the media and various stakeholders—say the pace is too slow, the 

collective weight of the challenges past and present is what the administrators mean when 

in the words of one who put it succinctly, “We can’t move any faster.” 

 In contrast to the highest ranking administrators at central office, which have 

remained essentially the same since the takeover, the district has experienced high 

turnover rates among its teaching faculty. This school year, the organization absorbed 

127 new teachers into the system (out of a total teaching staff of 750.)  

The introduction of so many new people into the system, all of whom must learn 

the practices of the organizational culture, takes considerable time and effort.  This too, 

the administrators, would likely allow, affects the pace of organizational change. 

 Administrators also intimate that building leaders and veteran teachers have 

required no less training and time to adapt the practices of the new culture. Some of the 

people interviewed said that people in some instances are still reluctant to express their 

opinions for fear of losing favor with upper management. One individual declared that 

the opinions of the building administrators aren’t “respected.”  

 These observations may speak to the sometimes wrenching effect that change 

produces on the attitudes held by employees. Fear and anxiety and a reduced sense of 

self-worth (the superintendent, for example seen as playing “favorites,” or not listening to 
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people who “haven’t got his ear,”) all of these permutations of human perceptions 

inevitably affect the organization’s ability to institute change at a rate that people can 

accommodate. 

Some of the issues mentioned above are issues of communication, but perceptions 

of this character clearly have an effect on the rate of change that can be reasonably 

introduced into the system. The administrators who were interviewed during this phase of 

the study seemed well aware of the need to press for change at a pace that people in the 

organization could tolerate. 

When asked what one thing would make the district better, one of the 

administrators said the district could benefit from having more instructional coaches and 

more assistant principals in the buildings, “to free up somebody to provide stronger 

instructional leadership.”  

The implication was that added staff in these areas might speed up the pace of 

change in the district. It was however the only instance of an administrator among those 

interviewed who asserted the need for additional staff.  

The findings resulting from interviews with stakeholders 

One of the stakeholders said at the building level the relationship between the 

schools and the community is generally good. This individual made the point that the 

criteria driving this assessment might be different concerning such questions as whether 

the students were performing well on standardized tests or the schools making AYP; one 

of the criteria of satisfaction for parents, for example, might be that the school was close 

at hand and therefore both convenient for them and their children. Another might be the 

sense that their concerns were taken seriously; that they were listened to, and that 
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teachers and administrators gave them explanations that they could understand and accept 

even if they continued to disagree with the school’s position on particular issues. 

Another stakeholder noted that the degree of poverty in the district, the lack of 

diversity, the virtual lack of a middle class in the city all contribute to making the job of 

turning the schools around more difficult. “But,”said this source, “it can be done.”  

 When asked what the general feeling was about the fact that Dr. Kohn and his key 

team members have come in from the outside and have no local roots in the community, 

another stakeholder said they are referred to as “carpetbaggers.” The investigator asked 

what the stakeholder meant by the term. The individual said that the term implied that 

these outsiders come in, make their money and leave.  

“They bump up their retirement and go.”  

The perception, said this source, is that Dr. Kohn is overpaid and “overbenefited,” 

and so are his key team members. Dr. Kohn gave several Assistant Superintendent titles 

instead of calling them Directors, as they would have been titled in other districts, in 

order to boost their salaries.  

Referring more directly to the question of public confidence, this stakeholder said 

that it is “all about the test scores.” The investigator took from this that the stakeholder 

meant that test scores, high or low, will determine the public’s perception of the kind of 

job the administration is doing. 

According to yet another stakeholder, originally at the start of the takeover public 

confidence was very high. Expanded early childhood programs, sci-tech high, new 

buildings and renovations—suddenly “it began to look and feel like a school district.” 
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  Some of that good feeling has since dissipated, according to this source. Public 

fights, controversial dismissals, non-renewal of critical funding are all measures of this, 

the stakeholder said. The mayor, said this source, is more vulnerable today as a result of 

controversies stemming from cost overruns on the city incinerator which was supposed to 

be a money maker for the city but is running in the red. The mayor has also suffered 

public reversals on some of his museum projects.   

On the other hand, this stakeholder thought that test scores were largely an issue 

for “non-parents.” That what parents really responded to was whether the schools were 

safe and clean and friendly welcoming places. Another measure of public confidence was 

the number of children who had been transferred into the district. The number of students 

enrolled has steadily increased since the mayoral takeover. He also said he thought public 

perception of how well the district was doing was tied to taxes. Ultimately, said this 

source, if taxes go up, public confidence goes down. If taxes are held down (stay the 

same) then public confidence goes up.  

In contrast, another stakeholder interviewed for this phase of the study expressed 

distress at the level of emphasis placed on PSSA results. It is not and should not be the 

only method for measuring progress in the district, this source said. Much has been 

accomplished in the last seven years. A lot of the corruption, political patronage, 

incompetence and waste have been wrung out of the system. Buildings are either new or 

newly renovated and security is greatly improved. Graduation rates up. The sci-tech 

school, early childhood development: the list of achievements could go on and on. Yet 

the press and the legislature have fixated on test scores. 
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Previous to the takeover, The Patriot-News ran numerous stories describing a 

district in shambles. After so many years of dismal results in the district, the local 

newspaper seemed quite ready to run positive stories at the beginning of the takeover. 

Now, said this source, the media only turn out “if they can have a show.” 

So far as this source knows there is no plan in place to eventually turn the control 

of the district back to an elected school board. What kind of pressure is the Secretary of 

Education putting on the district? Is it possible the state is planning to take the district 

away from the mayor if test scores don’t improve soon and dramatically? The answer: the 

state “has no better idea,” and it is much more politically comfortable for people to stand 

on the sidelines and take pot shots at the superintendent and the mayor rather than saddle 

themselves with accountability for results.  

Another stakeholder gave the mayor and the superintendent high marks for 

rehabilitating the school buildings: “They’re every bit as good as the suburban schools,” 

but pointed out the cost exceeded a hundred million dollars. This source gave the current 

administration good grades for restoring discipline and order in the schools. But the 

mayor is as frustrated, said this source, about the low PSSA scores. (Later the 

investigator asked the source how one would measure the success of the takeover. The 

stakeholder said the PSSA scores are pretty much the only tool available for measuring 

success. “What else have we got?”). 

 This source, if confronted with the need to make the decision today, would 

support a takeover by the Commonwealth, rather than renewal of the mayoral enabling 

legislation. The source said that political tensions in the district are growing. A three-

member board of authority appointed by the secretary of PDE would “take the politics 
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out of it.” The members of the board under this arrangement could come from anywhere 

in the state and might, for example, include someone with a strong academic background, 

and/or someone with strong business and financial credentials.  

The source said that that if the state takes over the district all the existing 

employment contracts are voided. This has not yet been tested in the courts here in 

Pennsylvania, but that seems to be the thrust of the authorization, as the source 

understands it.  

This led eventually to a discussion of the mayor’s decision to renew Dr. Kohn’s 

contract for another five years in 2006 and doubling his salary without first discussing the 

matter with other district stakeholders—apart from the Board of Control. This 

stakeholder noted that Harrisburg has several high-priced deputy or assistant 

superintendents; the stakeholders and others have questioned the need for such a costly 

superstructure. This source has heard the arguments that a district in such dire straits as 

HSD had to spend big in order to attract the right people, but still questions whether the 

proper fiscal and budgetary restraints are in place. The stakeholder noted that Central 

Dauphin School District has 13,000 students and one superintendent with two assistants. 

Harrisburg has 9,000 students one superintendent and six assistants making anywhere 

from $120,000 to $150,000. The irony is that the mayor’s “clarion call” on taking over 

the district was to eliminate waste in what the mayor called “a bloated budget.” Today the 

budget is much higher than it was before the takeover and this particular stakeholder 

questions whether the available resources are being managed in the most cost effective 

manner. The teachers say the curriculum is constantly changing. This constant 
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programmatic churning, according to this source, comes at considerable expense and a 

good deal of wasted motion on the part of the faculty.  

The budget-making tactics used by the superintendent is another cause of concern 

for this stakeholder. It’s been frustrating to see how Jerry Kohn has gone about it, putting 

“soft money” in the budget and expecting local legislators to bail him out on his gamble, 

and then blaming them for cutbacks on staffing and programs when the financing doesn’t 

materialize.  

 “Dr. Kohn is duplicating the exact behavior that lost him his job in Vineland.” 

This stakeholder said that the director of the Intermediate Unit had been appointed 

by Secretary of Education to provide assessment of the progress in the district and to 

report back to him. The director, according, to this source, in pursuit of this charge has 

yet to secure an appointment with the mayor.       

 “Jerry [Kohn] resists any oversight,” was this stakeholder’s explanation for the 

difficulty.  

As another example of the district’s lack of progress, this individual cited the 

Kellogg Foundation grant of 15 million dollars for the K-3 program.  

”Those kids should be in middle school by now. Why aren’t the test scores 

improving?” 

The mayor cites improved graduation rates, said this source, “but when I look at 

the test scores of eleventh graders, I ask myself how many of these graduations are social 

promotions?”  
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The stakeholder did note that more graduates are being admitted to college than in 

the past, but is still bothered by an apparent disconnect between test scores and 

graduation rates. 

“Our test scores as worse than Chester-Upland. We’re worse than Wilkensburg. 

I’ve heard the arguments about all the poverty in the district, but these other heavily 

minority and impoverished districts are seeing their test scores go up, and ours aren’t.” 

The source went on to say that, “Jerry Kohn’s management style is not conducive 

to an urban school district. He belongs at Harvard or someplace. Not in an urban district.” 

The source also noted that some stakeholders have characterized Dr. Kohn’s style 

as condescending.  

The investigator asked if the stakeholder knew whether a plan existed for 

transferring the authority back to the elected school board some time in the future.  

The answer: “I don’t think they’ve thought it through that far down the road.” 

Did the source think that the fact that Dr. Kohn and his immediate team were 

imported from the outside without roots in the local community was cause for resentment 

in the community? 

The answer: “If you produce, the community will be satisfied.” 

“Jerry tries to work with the community, but he doesn’t do it well. He doesn’t 

work well with anybody.” 

Does the Board of Control really exercise any authority, as provided for in the 

enabling legislation? The stakeholder said yes, they did, despite the fact that the public 

sessions generally run only for fifteen or twenty minutes. But, the source pointed out, the 

executive sessions run much longer and lately there’s been more “dissension” in those 
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sessions. That is the venue in which they choose to speak out, rather than in open session, 

since if they’re publicly critical of the administration they risk getting fired by the mayor 

(in five cases out of seven). 

This stakeholder said the mayor faces some stiff competition next year when five 

seats on the elected school board come up for election. The question of renewal (or not) 

of the empowerment legislation in 2010 should make those races critical. Currently the 

mayor’s people hold a majority on the board. Should they be replaced and should the 

legislation not be renewed and the district revert to local control, what then?  
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CHAPTER 5 
 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 The purpose of the study was to gather data on a selected group of Harrisburg 

School District administrators with regard to the effect the mayoral takeover has had on 

their attitudes and perceptions. The basic research questions involved their perceptions of 

the effect the takeover has had on their job-related stress levels, their levels of job 

satisfaction, whether turbulence in the district has increased or decreased since the 

takeover, and what they perceived the level of confidence the community they serve has 

in their performance.  

 The instrumentalities used for collecting data, were a multiple-choice answer pre-

interview survey consisting of 18 questions framed in simple clear English addressed to a 

selection of 62 administrators in the district, a series of six interviews with a randomly 

selected cohort from among the 25 respondents, as well as for purposes of triangulation, 

seven interviews with a selected number of parties of interest in the district, designated 

collectively in this study as “stakeholders.” These instrumentalities were supplemented 

with documentation ranging from newspaper reports to the reports from consultants and 

various government agencies, and a review (and contextual application) of the relevant 

literature. 

Summary of the Findings 

The survey  

 The survey results produced a significant amount of data as it related to the four 

basic research questions. Fourteen of the twenty-five respondents reported “tolerable” 

levels of stress; ten reported “high” stress levels. One of the respondents reported 
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“intolerable” stress levels. These data were examined in light of other reported data 

relating to stress, such as energy levels and enthusiasm for the job, vacation time, sick 

leave, and illnesses requiring medical treatment. 

 The respondents reported job satisfaction as “very high” in thirteen of twenty-five 

cases; nine rated job satisfaction as “good.” Two reported that it was “time to move on.” 

One respondent reported, “not good, but hopeful things will change.” Twenty-three 

respondents reported that they would either recommend or consider recommending the 

district as a place of employment to other administrators. 

 With respect to turbulence, sixteen respondents reported that it was currently 

“moderate.” Six respondents reported turbulence as “light.” Two respondents reported 

turbulence as “severe: fear for the entire enterprise, a feeling of crisis.” One respondent 

reported turbulence as “extreme: structural damage to the institution, putting its survival 

in its current form in jeopardy.” 

 With respect to public confidence, twelve of twenty-five respondents reported that 

the community’s trust in the administration was “greater” now than a year ago. Eight 

reported that it was the “same.” Five reported the community’s trust was “less” now than 

a year ago. When asked if the community took greater pride in the schools now compared 

to a year ago, fourteen administrators reported, “yes.”  Nine said it was “about the same.”  

One respondent reported, “no, we’re losing ground.” The remaining respondent did not 

answer the question.  

Interviews with administrators 

 Several themes emerged from the interviews conducted with the administrators: 
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1. All the administrators interviewed see themselves as committed to doing the 

hard work of turning the district around. All of those interviewed expressed 

high levels of stress offset by very high or good current levels of job 

satisfaction. 

2. Nearly all the administrators interviewed believe that turbulence in the district 

has subsided significantly since the mayoral takeover. 

3. Nearly all the administrators interviewed believe that public confidence in the 

job they are doing has either increased in the last year, or has remained the 

same. 

4. Most of the administrators interviewed see the current mayor’s continued 

incumbency as crucial to their ability to succeed in their mission. 

5. All the administrators interviewed agree in the prevailing notion, expressed 

repeatedly in various reports by outside consultants and among themselves in-

house, that communication in the district needs work. 

6. Despite the district’s low test scores and the periodic outbreak of impatience 

at what the media and various constituencies regard as the slow pace of 

progress, nearly all the administrators interviewed believe that change in the 

district was moving at the right pace. 

Interviews with stakeholders 

1. Many of the stakeholders acknowledged that the administration is operating 

under stressful conditions in order to improve student performance as quickly 

as possible. 
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2. Generally the stakeholders acknowledged that conditions in the district were 

much improved since the takeover, although a majority expressed concern or 

dissatisfaction with the pace of improvement of student achievement on PSSA 

tests. All acknowledged that the current superintendent’s performance has far 

outstripped that of his predecessors.  

3. Generally the stakeholders acknowledged that turbulence was currently much 

abated in the district and that the schools offered good learning environments.  

4. Nearly all felt that the annual budget-making process with its component of 

“soft money” whipsawed elements of the organization and created 

intradepartmental rivalries for limited resources, as well as negative political 

fall-out on Capitol Hill. 

5. With regard to public confidence, most of the stakeholders related it to PSSA 

scores. 

6. Some of the stakeholders interviewed expressed the belief that good practices 

had not yet been institutionalized in the schools and also stressed the fragility 

of the enterprise and its reliance on the continued presence of the current 

mayor. 

Conclusions 
 
 For years before the mayoral takeover in 2001, the Harrisburg School District was 

corrupt and dysfunctional. Political patronage was a way of life. Thousands of dollars of 

equipment disappeared, absenteeism was pandemic, the schools were chaotic, teachers 

and administrators in more than a few instances were poorly qualified. Violence in the 

schools was a nearly every day occurrence. By any measure the district was a failure, 
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whether one uses graduation rates, PSSA scores, and any other yardstick of one’s 

choosing. 

 Election to the school board meant access to power. For some, it was a chance to 

control the levers that made the wheels go round. Unfortunately, the wheels fell off. 

Political patronage and political infighting seemed more important to these elected 

officials than the lives of the children it was their trust to see were properly educated. So 

it was more than merely abuse of the public trust. It was a tragedy perpetrated on three 

generations of children who got less than they deserved from their schools. There are 

many inspiring stories about inspiring teachers who did their level best to see that their 

students excelled against daunting odds, stories about good principals and other hard-

working administrators who did their best, despite having to work in an environment 

bordering on chaos. But the long and the short is nobody can measure the human cost 

meted out to those students who went out into the world ill-equipped to take their place in 

it. 

 Although no one is satisfied with the results so far, it is clear from the data 

collected during this study that the mayor and his superintendent, with the consent and 

support of the board of control, are going about the gigantic task of resuscitating the 

district from the ground up.  

Now in the eighth year of the takeover, the stakeholders are in some cases 

exhibiting restiveness with what they consider the slow rate of progress. “Progress,” in 

this case is defined exclusively as good results on PSSA. Wong and Shen’s conclusion 

that high scores equal high public confidence the investigator believes holds true in this 

study, but only in regard to the opinion makers and leaders in the community. Public 
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confidence, some thought, might be defined differently by the students and the parents: 

they see clean, safe schools and welcoming learning environments.  

The administrators at the central office, particularly the superintendent’s inner 

circle perceive themselves as hard-working, dedicated, and extremely loyal. Those 

interviewed express high energy and good or very high job satisfaction. Nearly all those 

who were interviewed had the perception that the success of the enterprise is dependent 

on one individual: the current mayor.  

Thus the administrators perceive their vulnerability in terms of politics. Not the 

politics of failure to comply with the lockstep expectations of NCLB or the pressures 

being exerted on them by PDE and the legislature to get the PSSA scores up, but in terms 

of the politics of elections. The impression this investigator came away with was that 

they felt that somehow they would negotiate the survival of the enterprise when it came 

to meeting the expectations of the stakeholders, but what the enterprise could not 

withstand was the withdrawal of support provided by the mayor. There was, then, a sense 

of fragility about what they had accomplished in the last seven years, as though 

everything they had accomplished was as tenuous as a house of cards. 

The superintendent to some extent is the administration’s lightning rod for the 

district. As such, he inevitably comes in for criticism from stakeholders and the media. 

Stakeholders generally had strong opinions about him, some of which are in bold contrast 

to the perceptions of the administrators who work with and for him everyday. Some 

criticized his salary (too high) and the length of his contract (too long). Some say the 

superintendent has surrounded himself with people who too readily agree with him in 
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meetings, yet privately have reservations about issues that they are loath to express for 

fear of losing favor. 

A few in this group have suggested that he is “too professorial” to be a good fit 

for an urban school district. Some in this group criticize the way he goes about the annual 

budget making process, particularly as it relates to the budget’s reliance on so-called 

“soft-money,” and when it doesn’t materialize, the turmoil it causes inside the 

organization. Some say that this process, particularly as it has played out in the media in 

recent years, has caused some estrangement between the superintendent and the 

legislature.  

In sum, the superintendent remains a controversial figure in some circles. Yet he 

has survived in a difficult setting for eight years, a remarkable achievement, given the 

fact that his predecessors seemed to last no longer than mayflies. He clearly has the 

confidence of the mayor with whom, it is said, he meets for two to five hours weekly. 

The mayor renewed his contract for another five years in 2006 at what some have 

described as “double” his original salary. One could hardly have a stronger vote of 

confidence than that.  

The superintendent and the mayor provide the administrators with the protection 

and support—a comfort level and thus the confidence--they need in order to carry out 

their assignments. The administrators interviewed for this study generally feel a strong 

bond with him; the immediate circle of administrators around him who work directly 

with him everyday are extremely loyal to him. 
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One suspects that any criticism of his performance or his alleged shortcomings as 

perceived by the stakeholders interviewed for this study will pale into insignificance the 

moment PSSA scores go up. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

Five of twenty-eight building administrators responded to the pre-interview 

survey, or approximately eighteen percent. Fortuitously, by random selection, two of the 

five were chosen for interview and agreed to participate, Nevertheless, this group seemed 

to this investigator to be underrepresented, compared to the central office respondents 

(twenty out of thirty for a rate of nearly sixty-seven percent). 

 As a result, the pre-interview survey represents in large measure the views of 

administrators at the central office, as do four of the six interviews. Offsetting this to 

some extent were the attitudes and perceptions of the stakeholders who were interviewed. 

Six respondents on the survey reported their ethnicity as African-American, and one 

reported as Hispanic. By random selection, one in this sub-set was selected for interview 

and agreed to participate. This group may be underrepresented in the study as well. 

Selecting exclusively for building administrators and African-American and Hispanic 

ethnicities, while using the same basic research questions, could produce a set of 

contrasting data of considerable interest to the researcher willing to undertake such a 

study.   

In any case this study is unlikely to be replicated by other investigators, given the 

plethora of variables peculiar to the circumstances on the ground. Further questions that 

other investigators might want to consider: 
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Do the attitudes and perceptions of administrators in rural districts that have 

undergone mayoral takeovers differ from those administrators in urban districts that have 

undergone mayoral takeovers? 

Do the specific characteristics of the mayors involved in takeovers affect the 

perceptions and attitudes of the administrators, such as the mayor’s length of service in 

office, the mayor’s educational background, or lack thereof? 

Does the degree of perceived support for the mayoral takeover from the relevant 

agencies of government have an effect on the perceptions and attitudes of the 

administrators? 

How do different levels of stress affect the productivity of administrators in 

districts undergoing a mayoral takeover?  

What is the effect on the administrators when private entities are assigned by the 

state to take over the management of a district in contradistinction from the effects on 

administrators as a result of a mayoral takeover? 

What is the effect on the administrators if the mayor is unable to shield them from 

the politics of the community? 

Although these are provocative questions, they by no means exhaust the 

possibilities for further study.   
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APPENDIX A 

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE: PRE-INTERVIEW SURVEY 

1. How many years of service do you have in the district? _________ 
2. How many years of service do you have as an administrator in the district? 
3. Please indicate gender by circling appropriate selection:  F   M 
4. Please indicate ethnicity by circling appropriate selection:  

a. African-American 
b. Hispanic    
c. white   
d. other______. 

5. Please indicate approximate age by circling the appropriate selection:  
a. 20-29  
b. 30-39  
c. 40-49  
d. 50-59  
e. 60 or older. 

6. How would you rate your energy and enthusiasm for your job compared with 
when you started? Please circle the answer that best describes how you feel:  

a. higher today than when I began  
b. about the same level as when I began   
c. lower today than when I began  
d. I’m approaching burn-out. 

7. How would you rate your current level of job-related stress? Please circle the 
answer that most accurately describes how you feel:  

a. very little stress associated with my work  
b. some stress associated with my work, but tolerable  
c. high stress associated with my work is constant  
d. stress associated with work is intolerable  

8. How would you rate change in the district? Please circle the appropriate answer:  
a. positive but too slow  
b. positive and moving at the right speed  
c. positive but moving too fast  
d. producing more confusion and/or chaos than progress 

9. When was the last time you took a vacation or a long weekend? Please circle the 
appropriate answer, or write your answer under other, if appropriate:  

a. within the last year  
b. within the last two years  
c. other_______ 

10. How many sick days do you estimate that you’ve taken in the last year? Please 
circle the appropriate answer:  

a. none  
b. 1-3 days  
c. 5-10 days  
d. more than 10 days 
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11. How many illnesses have required you to seek medical attention in the last year? 
Please circle the appropriate answer, or write your answer under “other,” if 
appropriate:  

a. none  
b. one  
c. two  
d. three  
e. more than three  
f. other________. 

12. How well do you and your colleagues share information? Please circle the 
appropriate answer:  

a. good communications and interactions across all levels of the 
organization. 

b. good communications among peers at my level or in my department or 
building but not so good with others. 

c. people don’t have the time to share information 
d. people are fearful of sharing information 

13. Would you say that relationships among staff generally have improved as time 
has passed? Please circle the appropriate answer:  

a. yes, definitely  
b. no  

14. Do you think the students, parents and the community at large take greater pride 
in the schools today than they did a year ago? 

a. yes, definitely  
b. about the same as a year ago  
c. no, we’re losing ground with them 

15. Do you think the community at large has a greater or less trust in the 
administration than it did a year ago? Please circle the appropriate answer:  

a. they have greater trust and confidence in us than they did a year ago  
b. they have about level of trust and confidence in us as they did as a year 

ago  
c. they have less confidence in us than they did a year ago 

16. How would you rate the current level of turbulence in the district? Please circle 
the appropriate answer:  

a. light: associated with on-going issues, but little or no disruption  
b. moderate: widespread awareness caused by specific origins  
c. severe: fear for the entire enterprise, a feeling of crisis  
d. extreme: structural damage to the institution, putting its survival in its 

current form in jeopardy 
17. Please rate your current level of job satisfaction. Please circle the appropriate 

answer:  
a. very high  
b. good  
c. not good, but hopeful things will improve  
d. time to move on 
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18. Would you recommend the Harrisburg School District as a place of employment 
to other administrators? Please circle the appropriate answer: 

a. yes  
b. no  
c. maybe 
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   APPENDIX B 
 

 DATA FOR PRE- 
INTERVIEW SURVEY 

 
1. How many years 

of service do you 
have in the 
district? 

1-5 
 

40% 

6-10 
 

48% 

11-15 
 

4% 

16-20 
 

0% 

21+ 
 
8% 

 

2. How many years 
of service do you 
have as an 
administrator in 
the district? 

1-5 
 

65% 

6-10 
 

32% 

11-15 
 

0% 

   

3. Please indicate 
gender by 
circling 
appropriate 
selection: 

F 
 

64% 

M 
 

36% 

    

4. Please indicate 
ethnicity by 
circling 
appropriate 
selection: 

a. 
African-

American 
 

24% 

b. 
Hispanic 

 
 

4% 

c. 
White 

 
 

72% 

d. 
Other 

 
 

0% 

  

5. Please indicate 
approximate age 
by circling the 
appropriate 
selection: 

a. 
20-29 

 
8% 

b. 
30-39 

 
20% 

c. 
40-49 

 
20% 

d. 
50-59 

 
36% 

e. 
> 60 

 
12% 

 

6. How would you 
rate your energy 
and enthusiasm 
for your job 
compared with 
when you 
started?  Please 
circle the answer 
that best 
describes how 
you feel: 

a. 
higher 

 
 

56% 

b. 
about the 

same 
 

28% 

c. 
lower 

 
 

4% 

d. 
burn-out 

 
 

12% 
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7. How would you 
rate your current 
level of job-
related stress?  
Please circle the 
answer that most 
accurately 
describes how 
you feel: 

a. 
very little 

stress 
 

0% 

b. 
some 
stress 

 
60% 

c. 
high stress 

 
 

36% 

d. 
intolerable 

 
 

4% 

  

8. How would you 
rate change in the 
district?  Please 
circle the 
appropriate 
answer: 

a. 
too slow 

 
 

80% 

b. 
right 
speed 

 
4% 

c. 
too fast 

 
 

16% 

d. 
chaos 

 
 

0% 

  

9. When was the 
last time you 
took a vacation 
or a long 
weekend?  Please 
circle the 
appropriate 
answer, or write 
your answer 
under other, if 
appropriate: 

a. 
within last 

year 
 
 

80% 

b. 
within last 
two years 

 
 

4% 

c. 
other 

 
 
 

16% 

   

10. How many sick 
days do you 
estimate that 
you’ve taken in 
the last year?  
Please circle the 
appropriate 
answer: 

a. 
none 

 
 
 

20% 

b. 
1-3 days 

 
 
 

48% 

c. 
5-10 days 

 
 
 

24% 

d. 
more than 

10 days 
 
 

4% 

  

11. How many 
illnesses have 
required you to 
seek medical 
attention in the 
last year?  Please 
circle the 
appropriate 

a. 
none 

 
 
 

52% 

b. 
one 

 
 
 

40% 

c. 
two 

 
 
 

1% 

d. 
three 

 
 
 

0% 

e. 
> 3 

 
 
 

0% 

f. 
other 

 
 
 

0% 
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answer, or write 
your answer 
under “other,” if 
appropriate: 

12. How well do you 
and your 
colleagues share 
information?  
Please circle the 
appropriate 
answer: 

a. 
all levels 

 
 
 

12% 

b. 
peers 

 
 
 

76% 

c. 
no sharing 

 
 
 

12% 

d. 
fearful of 
sharing 

 
 

0% 

  

13. Would you say 
that relationships 
among staff 
generally have 
improved as time 
has passed?  
Please circle the 
appropriate 
answer: 

a. 
yes, 

definitely 
 

80% 

b. 
no 

 
 

16% 

    

14. Do you think the 
students, parents 
and the 
community at 
large take greater 
pride in the 
schools today 
than they did a 
year ago? 

a. 
yes, 

definitely 
 

56% 

b. 
same as a 
year ago 

 
36% 

c. 
less  

pride 
 

4% 

   

15. Do you think the 
community at 
large has a 
greater or less 
trust in the 
administration 
than it did a year 
ago?  Please 
circle the 
appropriate 
answer: 

a. 
greater 

 
 

48% 

b. 
about the 

same 
 

32% 

c. 
less 

 
 

20% 
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16. How would you 
rate the current 
level of 
turbulence in the 
district?  Please 
circle the 
appropriate 
answer: 

a. 
light 

 
 

24% 

b. 
moderate 

 
 

64% 

c. 
severe 

 
 

8% 

d. 
extreme 

 
 

4% 

  

17. Please rate your 
current level of 
job satisfaction.  
Please circle the 
appropriate 
answer: 

a. 
very high 

 
 

52% 

b. 
good 

 
 

36% 

c. 
not good, 
hopeful 

 
4% 

d. 
time to 

move on 
 

8% 

  

18. Would you 
recommend the 
Harrisburg 
School District as 
a place of 
employment to 
other 
administrators?  
Please circle the 
appropriate 
answer: 

a. 
yes 

 
 

76% 

b. 
no 

 
 

8% 

c. 
maybe 

 
 

16% 
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     APPENDIX C 
 

GROSS TURBULENCE GAUGE 
 

 
 

DEGREE OF 
TURBULENCE 

 
 

 
 

GENERAL DEFINITION 

 
 

TURBULENCE APPLIED 
TO THIS SITUATION 

 
Light 

 
Associated with on-going 

issues, little or no 
disruptions, subtle signs of 

stress 
 

 

 
Moderate 

 
Widespread awareness of 

the issue(s), specific origins 
 

 

 
Severe 

 
Fear for the entire 

enterprise. A feeling of 
crisis. 

 

 

 
Extreme 

 
Structural damage to the 
institution. Collapse is 

likely. 
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